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This dissertation is broadly divided into 2 parts: the first part (chapter 2 
and chapter 3) focused on the analysis of DNA fragments; and the 
second part (chapter 4 and chapter 5) focused on the analysis of organic 
pollutants. Several novel capillary electrophoresis (CE) techniques had 
been developed and applied to improve the CE performance, pertaining 
to sensitivity, resolution and versatility. 
In chapter 1, CE was briefly reviewed from various aspects, including 
theoretical foundation, instrumentation and modes, existing techniques to 
improve CE performance, and applications of CE as well.  
A novel potential gradient detector (PGD) was designed and coupled with 
a portable CE system for separation of DNA fragments in polymer 
solution. Influences from background electrolyte (BGE) co-ion and 
counter-ion, sieving medium and electric field strength were investigated 
(chapter 2). Under the optimized condition, the limit of detection (LOD) 
achieved by CE-PGD was comparable to that of CE with 
ultraviolet-absorbance (UV) detection. Compared to CE with UV and 
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), the portable CE-PGD system shows 
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Summary 
several advantages such as simplicity, cost effectiveness and 
miniaturization. 
In chapter 3, the use of gold nanopartilces (GNPs) of different size and 
multiple-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCN) as buffer additives for 
separation of DNA fragments by CE with different detectors, namely 
contactless conductivity detection (CCD), UV and LIF was investigated. 
While 10nm GNPs could improve the DNA separation by CE-UV and 
CE-LIF, MWCN could enhance the DNA separation by CE-CCD. 
MWCN-enhanced CE-CCD was studied in detail. Separation of Hae III 
digest of ΦX174 DNA in buffers containing different MWCN 
concentrations implied a threshold concentration above which MWCN 
could form a polymer-like network. In the case of larger DNA, MWCN 
near or below its threshold concentration was sufficient to provide great 
improvement of the resolution, which was shown by the separation of 
2-Log DNA ladder. Furthermore, the MWCN-containing buffer could 
provide a more stable baseline in the CE-CCD system, owing to its less 
fluctuation of conductivity. Compared with CE-UV and CE-PGD, CE-CCD 
with MWCN could provide lower LODs as well as better resolution. 
A novel online field-amplified sample stacking (FASS) procedure in a 
poly(vinyl alcohol)(PVA)-coated capillary, and an improved offline cationic 
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surfactant-assisted solid-phase extraction (CSA-SPE) method were 
developed and applied to analyze 16 chlorinated acid herbicides (chapter 
4). Compared with normal injection, the FASS procedure could provide 
5,000~10,000-fold sensitivity enhancements, with satisfactory 
reproducibility (RSDs of migration times less than 2.4%, RSDs of peak 
areas less than 8.0%). Compared with normal SPE step, the CSA-SPE 
could provide higher recovery of the herbicides, ranging from 90.0% to 
101.9%. Combining CSA-SPE with FASS-CE, the LODs of the herbicides 
ranged from 0.269 to 20.3ppt, which are 2 orders in magnitude lower than 
those of the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standard method 
515.1. The CSA-SPE-FASS-CE method was successfully applied to 
analyze local pond water, in which 9 herbicides were identified. 
Compared with HPLC and GC, the CSA-SPE-FASS-CE method shows 
advantages such as simplicity, high resolution and low LODs. 
In chapter 5, results obtained using a portable CE-CCD system for 
simultaneous analysis of 2 groups of acidic pollutants, i.e. 11 
low-molecular-weight (LMW) organic acids and 16 chlorinated acid 
herbicides, within a single run with a PVA-coated capillary were reported. 
Under the optimized condition, the LODs of CE-CCD ranged from 
0.056ppm to 0.270ppm, which were lower than indirect UV (IUV) 
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detection of the 11 LMW organic acids or UV detection of the 16 
herbicides. Combined with FASS, sensitivity enhancement of 
632~1078-fold was achieved. The LODs of the FASS-CE-CCD procedure 
ranged from 0.059ppb to 0.332ppb, with RSDs of migration times less 
than 2.2% and RSDs of peak areas less than 5.1%. The FASS-CE-CCD 
method was successfully applied to determine pollutants in 2 kinds of 
environmental water samples. The portable CE-CCD system has 
advantages such as simplicity, cost effectiveness and miniaturization, and 
therefore has great potential for on-site analysis of various pollutants at 
trace level. 
CE is found to be a versatile analytical tool for the analysis of DNA as well 
as pollutants. Combination of DNA analysis and environmental pollutant 
monitoring could enable genotoxic pollutants to be analyzed and the 
resulting mutations detected, which would help study the effects of 
pollutants at biological level.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Overview of Capillary Electrophoresis  
Since the modern era of capillary electrophoresis (CE) commenced in the 
early 1980s with a series of publications by Jorgenson and Lukacs [1-3], 
there has been a rapid development of CE as an analytical technique. 
The popularity of the use of CE in various analytical fields has been 
accelerated by its simplicity, high efficiency, selectivity, large separation 
capacity, and relatively low cost. Nowadays CE could be utilized to 
analyze a wide variety of species in relatively environmental friendly 
buffers, samples ranging from small analytes such as metal ions and low 
molecular weight alcohols, to larger molecules, oligosaccharides, 
proteins, and nucleic acids [4]. 
 
1.1.1 Theoretical Foundation 
Ions move at constant velocity in an electric field. Under conditions in 
which electroosmosis does not occur, the electrophoretic velocity (vep) of 
the ions relates the electrophoretic mobility μep and the field strength (E) 
       1







⋅=⋅= μμ       (1.1) 
where V is the voltage applied across the capillary, and Ltot is the total 
capillary length. The time taken for an analyte to migrate from the inlet of 
the capillary to the detector (Leff) is the migration or retention time (t), and 










⋅== μ       (1.2) 
Electroosmosis is an important phenomenon in CE, which refers to the 
flow of solvent under an applied potential field [5, 6]. A fused-silica 
capillary contains silanols that can ionize in a basic, neutral or even weak 
acidic electrolyte, resulting in negative charges on the inner wall of the 
capillary and formation of a double layer. Adjacent to the stagnant layer, a 
diffuse layer consisting of cations migrates towards the cathode. This 
migration is electroosmotic flow (EOF). The uniformly distributed EOF 
along the capillary internal wall can produce a flat flow profile, which could 
substantially reduce the band broadening compared to hydrodynamic 
flow where the parabolic flow profile appears. In the presence of EOF, the 
effective migration velocity (veff) as well as the retention time (t) of the ions 
would be affected by the electroosmotic mobility μeo, so that Eq. (1.1) 
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and (1.2) should be changed to: 






⋅+=⋅+= μμμμ       (1.3) 
( ) VLLvLt epeo toteffeffeff ⋅+
⋅== μμ               (1.4) 
Under typical CE condition in an untreated capillary, EOF is greater in 
magnitude than the electrophoretic mobility of individual ions, which 
makes the analysis of cations, neutral species and anions possible in a 
single run. However, EOF must often be controlled to satisfy the 
requirement for analysis of different analytes. Table 1.1 summarizes the 
methods to control the EOF [5, 6]. 
The analytical parameters for CE can be described in similar terms as 
those for high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). The 
separation efficiency expressed in the number of theoretical plates (N) is 





      (1.5) 
where σ is the total spatial variance of the concentration profile for a zone. 
If the peaks acquired are symmetrical and have Gaussian profile, the 
theoretical plate number can also be calculated from the following 
equation: 
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tN       (1.6) 
where w1/2 is the temporal peak width at the half of a peak height. 













      (1.7) 
where μep1 and μep2 are the electrophoretic mobilities for the two solutes, 
and μavg is the average electrophoretic mobility of the two solutes. In 







−⋅=       (1.8) 
where t1 and t2 are the retention times for the two solutes, w1 and w2 are 
the temporal peak width of the two solutes. 
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Table 1.1 Methods to Control EOF 
Variable Effect on EOF Comments 
Electric Field EOF increases when the electric field increases. 
Low electric field may lead to 
decreased efficiency and 
resolution; however, high electric 
field could cause high current and 
possible Joule heating. 
BGE pH EOF increases when pH increases. 
Change of pH value may affect 




EOF increases when ionic 
strength of the BGE 
decreases, by changing the 
zeta potential. 
High ionic strength may cause 
high current and Joule heating; 
however, low ionic strength may 
lead to sample adsorption. 
Distorted peak may appear if the 
buffer conductivity is different from 
the sample conductivity. 
Temperature 
Temperature changes may 
cause changes of the BGE 
viscosity, about 2-3%/oC. 




Adding of organic solvent may 
change the zeta potential and 
the BGE viscosity, usually 
leading to decreased EOF. 
Adding of organic solvent may 
result in complex changes of the 





Surfactant may adsorb to the 
capillary wall via hydrophobic 
and/or ionic interactions, and 
change the EOF drastically.  





Neutral hydrophobic polymer 
may adsorb to the capillary 
wall via hydrophobic 
interaction, and decrease the 
EOF. 
Neutral hydrophobic polymer may 




Ionic polymer may adsorb to 
the capillary wall via ionic 
interactions, and change the 
EOF drastically.  
Ionic polymer may change the 
wall adsorption of analytes, and 
alter the selectivity.  
Covalent 
Coating 
Covalent coating may affect 
EOF by chemically bonding to 
the capillary wall. 
Covalent coating may reduce the 
wall adsorption of analytes, but 
would have problems of stability. 
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1.1.2 Instrumentation and Modes 
Since the introduction of commercial CE instrumentation from late 1988, 
the speed of development and application of this technique was 
enhanced. Requirement of only simple instrumentation is one of the main 
advantages of CE. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic diagram of the basic CE 
instrument [5]. It consists of a high-voltage power supply, two buffer 
reservoirs, a capillary and a detector. This basic setup can be elaborated 
upon with enhanced features such as auto-samplers, sample/capillary 
temperature control, multiple detectors, etc. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Schematic of a CE System 
 
Nowadays the concept of CE encompasses various separation modes. 
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These sub-techniques were developed to meet the requests for powerful 
separation techniques, especially for biological and pharmacological 
compounds. Different modes of CE separations can be performed using a 
standard CE instrument, simply making some change of the separation 
medium or the capillary. Table1.2 lists 6 common modes of CE, which 
also briefly indicates their separation mechanisms and the most important 
areas of application [5, 6]. 
       7
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Table 1.2 Different Modes of Capillary Electrophoresis 




Separation is based on the 
differences in the electrophoretic 
mobilities resulting in different 
migration velocities of ionic 
species in the electrophoretic 
buffer contained in the capillary. 
CZE is the most 
frequently used mode 
of CE, having many 
possible applications 





Separation is based on solute 
partitioning between the micellar 
phase and the buffer phase, as 
well as differences of the 
electrophoretic mobilities. 
MEKC has extensive 
applications, 
including neutral 





Separation is based on 
differences in solute size as 
analytes migrate through the 
pores of the gel-filled capillary. 
CGE is commonly 
used for analysis of 






Separation is based on 
isoelectric points or PI values of 
the analytes, usually in a pH 
gradient solution inside capillary.






Separation is based on the 
differences of electrophoretic 
mobilities, but is significantly 
different from other modes. It is 
performed in a discontinuous 
buffer system. Sample 
components condense between 
leading and terminating 
constituents, producing a 
steady-state migrating 
configuration composed of 
consecutive sample zones. 
CITP could be used 
as enrichment 
method of diluted 
solutions prior to 




Separation is based on normal 
distribution equilibria as 
conventional chromatography, 
such as HPLC, inside a packed 
capillary.  
CEC has ranges of 
applications as in 
HPLC. 
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1.2 Improvement of CE Performance 
Although CE possesses a lot of advantages, such as simplicity, high 
efficiency, selectivity and small sample and reagents requirements, there 
still exist some aspects to be improved, among which improvements on 
sensitivity, resolution and versatility are the focuses. Existing techniques 
to improve CE performance were briefly reviewed here, including 
preconcentration techniques to improve the sensitivity, buffer additives to 
improve the resolution, and choices of the detection methods.   
 
1.2.1 Preconcentration Technique 
One of the major advantages of CE compared with other separation 
technique is its high resolution. However, the benefits from high 
resolution have been overshadowed by the poor sensitivity achieved with 
UV detection, which is the most commonly used detection mode for CE. 
Because of the small dimensions of CE capillaries, typically inner 
diameter (ID) of 25~150μm and 40~80cm in length, only very small 
sample volumes may be loaded onto the column [10]. Although the mass 
limit in CE can be very low as the result of the small sample volume, the 
concentration limit is usually on the order of 10-6M which is several orders 
       9
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in magnitude higher than that of HPLC [11]. From a detection perspective, 
the difference between the two separation methods is best expressed by 
Beer’s law [12]: 
clAbsorbance ⋅⋅= ε       (1.7) 
where ε is the molar absorption coefficient, l is the pathlength of the 
detector cell, and c is the concentration of the sample. Obviously, with 
fixed, short pathlength associated with CE capillary, i.e. the capillary ID, 
UV detection will be improved only if the concentration of the sample is 
increased.  
To overcome the poor sensitivity of CE, a number of techniques have 
been developed to preconcentrate samples. These approaches could be 
categorized into two groups: one group involves manipulating the 
electrophoretic velocity of the analyte, including techniques such as 
field-amplified sample stacking, large volume sample stacking, 
pH-mediated stacking, and isotachophoresis; the other group utilizes 
partitioning of the analytes into a stationary or pseudostationary phase, 
including chromatographic preconcentration and sweeping.  
1) Field-amplified sample stacking (FASS) 
This is the simplest and most commonly used technique for sample 
preconcentration, which were first explained by Mikkers et al. in 1979 [13]. 
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Basically, this method is based on the fact that the electric field strength 
in the low-conductivity sample solution is higher than that of the 
high-conductivity background electrolyte (BGE). Therefore, the velocity of 
the analyte will be high in sample zone until it reaches the buffer interface, 
and slows down and stacks into a narrow zone. Applications of the FASS 
include analysis of DNA fragments [14], pharmaceuticals [15,16] etc. 
Sensitivity enhancements up to 1000-fold have been reported [17]. 
Sample stacking for nonaqueous CE [18] and chiral separations [19] has 
also been performed. In addition, the derivative of FASS has been 
applied for enhancing the sensitivity of neutral analytes in MEKC [20-22]. 
However, the limitation of FASS is that the ionic strength of the sample 
must be significantly lower than that of the BGE. This requirement may 
cause problems for analysis of some physiological solution such as 
dialysate [10]. 
2) Large volume sample stacking (LVSS) 
LVSS is a technique designed by Chien and Burgi [23], which is 
performed by dissolving sample in water and hydrodynamically filling 
1/3~1/2 of the capillary with sample. Reverse polarity is applied firstly, 
and the EOF will back the sample plug out of the capillary inlet, while the 
anionic analytes move towards the detection end and stack at the 
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interface with the BGE. The electrophoretic current should be monitored 
till it reaches approximately 95~99% of its original value, when the 
polarity is returned to normal and the separation occurs. Applications of 
this method include analysis of drugs [24], dyes [25], chelates [26], 
metals [27] and phenols [28] with 2~100-fold enhancements reported. 
LVSS is a demanding procedure since the current must be closely 
monitored to obtain reproducible results. To overcome this problem, 
several variations of this technique have been developed [29-31].  
3) pH-mediated stacking 
FASS and LVSS are performed with sample either dissolved in water or 
diluted with low-conductivity buffer. However, this is not always the case. 
One method to solve the problem is to neutralize the high-conductivity 
sample matrix with pH-mediated sample stacking. Actually, this is a 
technique in which FASS is triggered by titrating the injected sample zone 
to neutral, thus creating a low-conductivity region. 300-fold sensitivity 
enhancement had been reported using pH-mediated sample stacking [32]. 
The most impressive aspect of this method is to analyze the biological 
samples simply.  
4) Isotachophoresis (ITP) 
In ITP, a sample is separated in a discontinuous electrolyte system 
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formed by the leading and terminating electrolytes. The leading 
electrolyte contains ion with the high mobility, whereas the terminating 
electrolyte contains ion with the low mobility. When sample ions with 
mobilities between those of the leading and terminating ions are 
introduced between the leading and terminating ions, the ions will migrate 
isotachophoretically and create stacked isotachophoretic zones with 
sharp boundaries. Applications of ITP are wide, ranging from peptides [33] 
to arsenic speciation [34].  
5) Chromatographic preconcentration 
Solid-phase extraction (SPE) is commonly used as offline sample 
pretreatment method [35-37]. This is a useful technique that allows a 
large volume of low concentration sample to be loaded onto the solid 
phase and eluted in a small volume, providing concentrations that can be 
easily detected. Since this technique suffers from more analysis time, 
online methods have been developed [38-40]. However, these 
techniques are limited by their complexity, which can lower the 
reproducibility of the methods. 
6) Sweeping 
Sweeping is a technique for online sample concentration based on the 
abilities of analytes to partition into the pseudostationary phase in MEKC. 
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Samples are injected onto the column in a buffer solution with a similar 
conductivity as that of the BGE, but in the absence of pseudostationary 
phase. The capillary inlet is then placed into an anionic micellar BGE 
solution and the separation is performed in reverse polarity mode. It is 
necessary to suppress the EOF, so that the anionic micelles could 
migrate towards the detector and “sweep” the neutral analytes along. The 
effectiveness of this technique has been shown to be dependent on the 
affinities of the analytes for the pseudostationary phase, and 
80~5000-fold sensitivity enhancements have been reported [41-43].  
 
1.2.2 Buffer Additive  
The impressive selectivity offered by CE could in some cases be further 
increased when additives are added into the BGE, especially for the 
separation of complex mixtures. Three kinds of additive will briefly 
reviewed here: organic solvent, additive with affinity, and nanostructure. 
1) Organic solvent 
Organic solvent could be used as an alternative to water in CE BGE or 
sample or both, either as pure solvent or in mixture with water or with 
other organic solvents [44]. However, because a low or even trace 
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content of water can drastically influence the physicochemical properties 
of the organic solvents, it is favorable to work with mixed 
organic-aqueous solvents with defined and reproducible water content. In 
addition, by using such mixed solvents, gradual change of certain 
property, e.g. pK or effective mobility, is possible [45].  
The advantages concerning the use of organic solvents as buffer additive 
could be [12, 44-47]:  
A. Organic solvents could enlarge the range of CE application, 
because of the enhanced solubility and/or stability of components, 
either analytes or BGE. 
B. Organic solvents could change, in most cases decrease the EOF, 
which may lead to enhanced resolution. 
C. Organic solvents could decrease the BGE conductivity. Hence, 
electric currents are lower in organic solvents, which allow using 
both higher separation voltage and BGE ionic strength. In 
addition, due to the higher field strengths applicable, the analysis 
time could be shorter than that in aqueous BGE. 
Therefore, the resolution enhancement by employing organic solvents as 
additive may be a combination of the decreased EOF, decreased thermal 
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diffusion and improved analyte solubility.  
Methanol [48-51] and acetonitrile [51-53] were first and the most 
commonly used organic solvents in CE, due to several reasons. One of 
them is that they are general mobile phase constituents in HPLC. 
Moreover, they are not viscous or very toxic, sufficiently UV-transparent, 
easily available at high purity and relatively low cost. In addition, the 
availability of considerable amount of electrophoresis-relevant 
parameters of methanol and acetonitrile is another advantage, with which 
the experimental setup planning and interpretation of the results would be 
easier. Besides methanol and acetonitrile, other solvents such as ethanol 
[54], DMSO [55], propanol [56], N,N-dimethylformamide [57], formamide 
[58], N,N-dimethylacetamide [59], nitromethane [60] and propylene 
carbonate [61] have been applied to CE. 
2) Additive with affinity 
When an analyte migrates through a capillary under an electric field, 
there are two main factors that will determine the electrophoretic mobility 
of the analyte [62]: the first factor is physical and determined by the mass 
(size) to charge ratio of the analytes; the second factor is chemical, and is 
determined by other chemicals presented in the environment of the 
analytes. If an additive in BGE could interact with the analytes, the 
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migration behavior of the analytes would likely be different from the free 
analytes. For different analytes, even a couple of enantiomers, the 
interactions with the additive would always be different to some degree; 
therefore the separation resolution could be enhanced for those analytes 
which otherwise would co-migrate in BGE without the additive. 
Cyclodextrin (CD)-based complexation phenomena have received 
particular attention in CE [63]. CDs are cyclic glucopyranoses that have a 
characteristic conical shape with a hydrophobic cavity and a polar exterior 
[64]. Enhancement of CE resolution by the use of CDs can be attributed 
to their ability to form inclusive complexes with a wide range of 
substances, and the different stabilities of the complexes would lead to 
different migration behavior of the substances. CDs and their derivatives 
have been frequently used as chiral selectors in CE for separation of 
enantiomers [65-68]. In addition to chiral separations, CDs or their 
derivatives could act as buffer additive to enhance the CE resolution, 
usually at lower concentration than that applied in chiral separations 
[69-71].  
Besides, the analyte-additive interaction can take place between 
protein-protein, protein-ligand, antibody-antigen and in principle any other 
soluble acceptor-ligand system [72-75]. Theoretically, either reactant can 
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be used as the analyte or the additive. Normally, the more abundant 
component or the component whose electrophoretic mobility is likely to 
change the least by the complex formation is used as the additive [76]. 
3) Nanostructure 
Nanostructures have attracted extensive attention in various fields of 
physics, biology, and chemistry [77]. Physicists and chemists are 
interested in the gradual transition of the properties of nanostructures 
from molecule-like to those of solid-state properties by changing of the 
particle size, which has practical applications for nonlinear optics and 
electronics. In addition, the large surface area of nanostructures intrigues 
chemical engineers and catalysis scientists. In separation sciences, 
significant advances have been made in nanostructures-enhanced CE 
[78]. The nanostructures could serve as large surface area platforms for 
functional groups that interact with the capillary surface, the analytes, or 
both [79]. Thus, the effective mobilities of analytes, as well as the EOF 
can be altered leading to enhanced CE performance. 
Various nanostructures could be used in CE to enhance resolution, 
including polymer nanoparticles [80, 81], nano-sized mixed polymer [82], 
silica nanoparticles [83], ormosil sol [84], silver colloidal [85, 86], carbon 
nanotubes (CN) [87, 88], gold nanopartilces [79, 89-99], etc. Among them, 
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the small particle with the biggest role in CE separation to date appears to 
be gold nanopartilces (GNPs), probably because of 2 main reasons: 
considerable attention paid to the synthesis of GNPs made GNPs ready 
to available [78, 79, 100]; in addition, GNPs could form red to purple 
solutions stably in most CE BGE [101]. GNPs could serve as capillary 
coating [89], modifier for open-tubular capillary electrochromatography 
[90], buffer additive [79, 91-96], modifier for microchip CE [96-99], etc.  
 
1.2.3 Detection Method 
Detection in CE is a challenge, due to the high peak efficiencies, small 
peak volumes and limited time available to observe the analytes [9]. The 
wide application of CE requires innovative methods to detect low 
concentration of nanoliter (or smaller) volume analyte. So far, many 
detection methods have been developed for CE analysis. The 
fundamental schemes fall into three categories: light-based detector, 
electrochemical detector and hyphenating detector [102]. Hyphenating 
detector, typically mass spectrometry [103], will not be discussed here. 
Among light-based and electrochemical detectors, the most sensitive 
detection mode by far is laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) detection, 
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which is capable of single molecule detection but often requires chemical 
derivation. For CE applications which need universal detection, refractive 
index, conductivity detection and to some degree ultraviolet-visual 
(UV-Vis) systems using low UV wavelengths (<190 nm) are suitable. In 
general, the detection mode of choice is application specific and dictated 
by the level of sensitivity necessary [104]. Table 1.3 lists the limits of 
detection (LODs) of different detection techniques in CE [9,104, 105]. 
Table 1.3 LODs of Different Detection Techniques in CE 
Detection technique LODs (mol/L) 
Direct absorbance 10
-5 ~10-6 (standard pathlength)
10-6 (extended pathlength) 
Indirect absorbance 10-5 ~10-6
Direct on-column LIF <10
-13 (chemical derivation) 
10-10 ~10-11 (native) 
Post column LIF 10-16(single molecule) 
Indirect LIF 10-5 ~10-7
Chemiluminescence 10-7 ~10-9
















Conductometry 10-6  
 
Despite the optical detectors, e.g. UV and fluorescence detection, are 
most commonly used in CE, electrochemical detectors are showing 
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increasing potentials [105]: electrochemical detectors are in principle 
simpler than optical detectors as this is the most direct route from the 
chemical information to the electrical signal required for data processing; 
also, electrochemical detectors are attractive alternative to optical ones 
for species which do not absorb in the UV-Vis range or do not fluoresce 
and can therefore optically only be determined by indirect means or via 
derivation. Amperometry, potentiometry and conductometry are three 
main modes of electrochemical detection. Table 1.4 lists the mechanism 
and feature of the three electrochemical detection modes [9,105, 106]. 
Table 1.4 Mechanism and Feature of Electrochemical Detection Modes 
Mode Mechanism Feature 
Amperometry 
Current is measured at the 
working electrodes as 
analytes undergo oxidation 
or reduction reactions at 
the electrode surface. 
-good LODs 
-only possible for electro-active 
ions 






electrodes and reference 
electrode are monitored. 
-for lipophilic ions only 
-different electrodes required for 
anions and cations 
-relatively difficult electrode 
preparation 
Conductometry 
Solution flows between two 
inert indicator electrodes. A 
small constant current is 
applied and the potentials 
across the electrodes are 
measured and compared. 
-available commercially 
-universal, but particularly good 
for small ions 
-LODs not always adequate 
-no adaptation of electrodes to 
sample necessary 
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1.3 Application of CE 
As mentioned above, CE is now gaining popularity as an analytical tool 
for some routine analytical applications, which may rival HPLC in its 
efficiency and breadth of application. Applications of CE range from 
simple inorganic and organic ions [107-110], to complex biomolecules 
including oligosaccharides [111-113], nucleic acids [114-117], proteins 
[118-120], etc. Among the various applications, the CE applications in 
DNA analysis and monitoring of pollutants are of significant importance.  
1.3.1 CE Application in DNA Analysis 
DNA separation by CE has been the subject of intensive research during 
the last decade, and has now become a standard technology in 
high-throughput DNA sequencing and analysis [121].  
In traditional gel electrophoresis, the gel functions as an anti-convection 
medium as well as a sieving medium. Due to the small dimension of the 
capillary, typically with ID 50-100μm, convection could be low enough. 
Thus, CE offers the possibility of gel-free separation. However, DNA 
fragments have constant mass to charge ratios, and no electrophoretic 
separation would occur in free solution. There are two possible solutions 
for this problem: modification of the DNA fragments in order to obtain 
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electrophoretic separation in free solution [122-124], and use of a sieving 
medium. Concerning the modification method, which is sometimes called 
“end-labeled free-solution electrophoresis” (ELFSE), there are two major 
challenges [124]: absolutely homogeneous label of DNA, and proper 
inner capillary coating to control EOF as well as to prevent analyte-wall 
interactions. Therefore, DNA analysis by CE employing a sieving medium 
is the preferred method.  
Historically, CE separation of DNA was adapted from slab format by 
using the same sieving medium, e.g. crosslinked polyacrylamide or 
agarose [125,126]. The gels are prepared in the same manner as slab 
gels, by adding the catalysts to the monomer solution shortly before it is 
pumped into the capillary where polymerization takes place. However, 
the gel-filled capillary has very limited lifetime. 
Nowadays, CE separation of DNA in polymer solutions is prevailing. So 
far, many polymers have been used. Among them, modified 
polysaccharide is an important type, including agarose and its derivatives 
with low gelling temperature [126, 127], various cellulose derivatives such 
as methylcellulose [128], hydroxyethylcellulose [129], 
hydroxypropylcellulose [130] and hydroxypropylmethylcellulose [131]. 
Other polysaccharides such as dextran [132] and glucomannan [133] 
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have also been successfully tested. For the synthetic polymers, linear 
polyacrylamide [134] and alkyl-substituted derivatives such as 
poly-N,N-dimethylacrylamide [135], poly-N-acryloylaminoethoxyethanol 
[136], poly-acryloylaminopropanol [137] and poly-(acryloylaminoethoxy) 
ethyl-glucopyranoside [138] have been found superior over polymers 
from natural sources. Beside, other synthetic polymers used include 
polyethylene glycol [139], polyethylene oxide [140] and 
polyvinylpyrrolidone [141].  
The mechanism of DNA movement in polymer solution has been 
intensively investigated. Interestingly, DNA can be separated in dilute 
polymer solution, at concentration even about 2 orders in magnitude 
below the overlap (or entangled) threshold and a polymer network is not 
expected to exist [129]. The “transient entanglement coupling” 
mechanism, which was base on the idea that the DNA molecules could 
collide with the matrix polymers while migrating, was proposed to explain 
the DNA separation in dilute polymer solution [142, 143]. The separation 
resolution of DNA fragments improves with increasing polymer 
concentration. Therefore, the use of low polymer concentration is only 
recommended when a high resolution is not necessary but a high speed 
is preferred. DNA’s movement in semi-diluted polymer solutions or gels, 
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when the polymer concentration is above its entangled threshold and a 
network exists, has been studied in detail. Different mechanism models 
have been proposed, including the earliest Ogston model [144,145] which 
is based on the concept “sieving”, Ogston model’s improvements 
[146-149], and several models based on the reptation [150-152].  
As in most separation applications, and especially in DNA sequencing, 
the high resolution is needed [121]. Obviously, to obtain the highest 
resolution, we have to maximize the peak spacing and minimize the peak 
width. Both components are dependent on different factors, as shown in 
Figure 1.2 [121]. Therefore, these factors need to be optimized when 
developing a practical CE method for DNA separation. 
 
Figure 1.2 Overview of Influence of Different Parameters on the 
Resolution of DNA Separation by CE 
Only “tunable” parameters with strong influence are shown.
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1.3.2 CE Application in Pollutant Analysis 
CE has been extensively investigated for the analysis of pollutants, 
especially with the development in sample preconcentration techniques 
and different detection modes. Various applications [153-155] include the 
analysis of amines, antibiotics, carbonyls, DNA adducts, dyes, element 
speciation, explosives and chemical warfare agent residues, humic 
substances, inorganic and small organic ions, naturally occurring toxins, 
pesticides and herbicides, phenols, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, 
sulfonates and surfactants, etc.  
Herbicides are used in most areas of the world to some degree in order to 
control insects, weeds, fungi, rodents or other organisms [156]. The 
introduction of herbicides could create a major change in agricultural 
practice, substituting chemical energy for mechanical and animal energy, 
reducing costs and increasing productivity [157]. Herbicides could reach 
the water system due to their water solubility, mainly through three routes: 
transport by air flow, leaching and runoff; and then water serves as the 
primary stream to transport herbicides to other parts of the environment 
[157,158]. Therefore, herbicide residues are commonly found in surface 
water, ground water, foods, as well as in soil; and their relatively slow 
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degradation rates exacerbate the influence on the environment [159]. 
This has become a serious environmental problem, which may threaten 
the health of human beings and aquatic organisms [160]. Nowadays, with 
the development of herbicides, careful monitoring of residue levels by 
rapid, simple, and reliable methods need to be performed on 
environmental samples. CE has been employed for the analysis of 
various herbicides, including bipyridinium herbicides [161,162], 
organophosphorus herbicides [163,164], carboxylic acid herbicides 
[165-167], urea herbicides [168,169], triazines [170,171], sulfonylurea 
herbicides [172,173], etc. 
Low-molecular-weight (LMW) organic acids are common and natural 
constituents in environmental samples, e.g., natural water contains a 
wide range of LMW organic acids [174]. Some LMW organic acids are 
products from microbial decomposition of plant material [175,176] or 
photooxidation of humic substances [177,178]. A range of LMW organic 
acids in the environment are derived from atmospheric [179,180] or 
industrial processes [181,182]. LMW organic acids may serve as 
intermediates or final metabolites of many biochemical pathways in living 
organisms such as citric acid cycle, malolactic and carbohydrate 
fermentation, ethanol oxidation, etc. [183] A large number of LMW 
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organic acids in water can be expected to interact with both minerals and 
dissolved elements due to their acidity and complexing properties [184]. 
Also, LMW organic acids could respond to environment stimuli such as 
photoperiod, temperature, water and nutrition supply [185]. Due to their 
environmental significance, analysis of LMW organic acids is important in 
a number of contexts [186]. CE, being complementary to 
chromatographic methods such as gas chromatography (GC), ion 
chromatography (IC) and HPLC, has been widely used for the analysis of 
LMW organic acids in various environmental samples, especially for the 
air [183, 187,188] and water [189-191] samples. 
New and innovative applications of CE continue to appear for the analysis 
of environmental pollutants [153-155]. An important thing worthy 
mentioning is that, the role of a CE method for the analysis of various 
pollutants can be justified only by examining applications toward real 
samples, rather than just standard or spiked solutions. Due to the 
complex matrix of real samples, sample extraction and clean up 
procedures may be required before CE measurement. Because of the 
high separation efficiency of CE compared to other chromatographic 
methods, the only sample preparation required for aqueous samples is 
usually clean up and preconcentration on a solid phase [36, 190-192]. 
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1.3.3 Detection of Genotoxic Pollutant in Water 
Water is essential for life and plays a vital role in the proper functioning of 
the Earth's ecosystems. The pollution of water has a serious impact on all 
living creatures, and can negatively affect the use of water for drinking, 
household needs, recreation, fishing, transportation and commerce. 
Detection of potentially hazardous compounds in surface and ground 
waters is a complex task since many different sources can contribute to 
water pollution, including industrial drainages, agricultural irrigations, 
urban wastes, etc. [193] An increasing demand for cleaner water is 
evident. The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) enforces 
federal clean water and safe drinking water laws, provides support for 
municipal wastewater treatment plants, and takes part in pollution 
prevention efforts aimed at protecting watersheds and sources of drinking 
water [194]. In Europe, the 2000/60/EC Directive of the European 
Parliament, establishing a framework for Community action in the field of 
water policy, provides for progressively reducing the emission of 
hazardous substances into all ground and surface waters within the 
European Community (EC) and ensures stable, long-term planning of 
protective measures [195]. 
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The adverse effects of pollutants can be divided into two categories: 
acute effect which results in immediate reaction, usually within hours or a 
few days; and delayed effect which is the result from chronic exposure at 
low doses of noxious chemicals, usually after periods of months or years 
[193,196]. While it is easy to relate the acute effect to a toxic agent, 
biological monitoring assays are needed to trace the delayed effect [197]. 
Experimental studies have made increasing use of biomarkers, which can 
measure biologically relevant exposure to genotoxic pollutants, not only 
in humans but also in other living species [198]. Among these biomarkers, 
DNA adducts, DNA strand breaks, and several cytogenetic endpoints 
have been among the most widely employed [198,199].  
As shown before, CE is a versatile analytical tool for the analysis of DNA 
as well as pollutants. Combination of DNA analysis and monitoring of 
pollutants could allow genotoxic pollutants to be analyzed and the 
resulting mutations detected, which could help relate the delayed effects 
to genotoxic pollutants and is very valuable for mutation research.
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1.4 Research Scope 
The range of CE’s application is very broad. It’s impossible to cover every 
aspect in this dissertation. Instead, two groups of compounds were 
selected for the research: DNA fragments (chapter 2 and chapter 3), 
organic pollutants including chlorinated acid herbicides and organic acids 
(chapter 4 and chapter 5). The purpose of this dissertation is to develop 
novel CE techniques for application in the analysis of DNA fragments and 
organic pollutants, with improvements in sensitivity, resolution and 
versatility.  
In order to improve the concentration sensitivity, online as well as offline 
sample preconcentration techniques were developed. A novel online 
FASS procedure inside a poly(vinyl alcohol)(PVA)-coated capillary with 
great sensitivity enhancement, was applied to analyze 16 chlorinated acid 
herbicides. An improved offline cationic surfactant-assisted SPE 
(CSA-SPE) method with high recovery was used to extract and 
concentrate both ionic and neutral herbicides from real water sample.  
In order to improve the resolution, methanol (organic solvent) and 
hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HP-β-CD, additive with affinity for 
selectivity enhancement) were employed as buffer additives for the 
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separation of chlorinated acid herbicides and organic acids. In addition, 
for high resolution separation of DNA fragments, nanostructures including 
GNPs and multiple-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCN), were prepared and 
evaluated as buffer additives. Moreover, the mechanisms of how 
nanostructures improved CE separation of DNA fragments were 
investigated.  
In order to improve the versatility, especially the choice of detection 
methods as well as the portability of the whole system, optical and 
electrochemical detectors coupled with a portable CE system were 
investigated. A portable CE system integrated with a potential gradient 
detector (PGD), which is a kind of conductivity detection, was utilized to 
separate DNA fragments in polymer solution. For 
nanostructures-enhanced CE separation of DNA fragments, three 
different detectors, namely UV, LIF and contactless conductivity detection 
(CCD), were utilized and compared. In addition, a potable CE-CCD 
system was employed for analysis of 16 chlorinated acid herbicides and 
11 LMW organic acids simultaneously. 
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Chapter 2 Separation of DNA 
Fragments by Portable CE System 
with Potential Gradient Detection 
 
2.1 Introduction 
CE has become an alternative to slab gel electrophoresis for analysis of 
DNA fragments, due to its automation, speed, high separation efficiency, 
and small sample and reagents requirements. A sieving medium is 
always needed in CE separation of DNA fragments, because DNA 
fragments have similar mass to charge ratios and mobilities in free 
solution [1]. Solutions of entangled and uncross-linked polymers provide 
advantages over cross-linked gels during DNA separation by CE. 
Poly(ethylene oxide), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), 
poly-N,N-dimethylacrylamide, and hydroxyethylcellulose are important 
polymers that possess the self-coating ability, and could prevent the 
tedious coating process and problems associated with coating 
inhomegenity, capillary fouling, and limited shelf life [2]. CE in polymer 
solutions has been successfully applied for mutation detection, 
genotyping, DNA sequencing, and gene expression analysis [3-8]. 
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UV and LIF detection modes have been most commonly used in the CE 
separation of DNA fragments. However, the LOD of UV detection 
depends on the optical pathlength, which can translate into poor LOD for 
micro-column based separations. It has been reported that the 
concentration LOD of DNA by UV absorbance (260 nm) is on the order of 
10-4-10-5 M [9]. Also, UV lamps tend to have limited lifetime. LIF detection 
could provide exquisite sensitivity with very low LOD. However, 
pre-sample processing (staining or labeling) is required and if the 
purification product is used for further analysis, destaining of the target is 
necessary as well[10]. In addition, both UV and LIF detection systems do 
not readily lend themselves to developing miniaturized (portable) systems, 
mainly because of the high power consumption of UV-light source and 
consequently the difficulty of heat dissipation [11], the requirement of 
precise alignment of optical components and the relative bulkiness of 
optical system.  
Conductivity detection can be considered as an electro-analytical 
technique which has the ability to detect any analyte irrespective of 
whether it contains an electro-active species or not. The only requirement 
is that the migrating analyte zones possess a conductivity that is different 
from that of the carrier electrolyte [12]. Conductivity detection has some 
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attractive features compared to UV and LIF detections [11-14]. Firstly, no 
labeling of the target analyte is required, since conductivity detector 
measures the bulk conductance of the solution. Also, because the signal 
transduction into the electronic domain is inherently straightforward, the 
equipment required for implementation of conductivity measurement can 
be much simpler and cheaper compared to UV and LIF detection. As the 
result, conductivity detector is preferable in portable systems. In addition, 
conductivity detector is amenable to small-volume based detection and 
could offer favorable sensitivity and LOD. On the other hand, the 
development of conductivity detection coupled with CE has been 
relatively slow, mainly because the high voltage used for separation in CE 
would interfere with conductivity detector electronics [15]. However, 
research in this area has shown that by proper design of the detector cell, 
this interference can be effectively controlled [16-21]. Applications of 
conductivity detection are quite extensive, including the detection of 
inorganic ions, organic acids, biogenic amines, saccharides, proteins, etc., 
separated by HPLC or CE [12, 22-32], as well as in the detection of 
oligonucleotides, such as PCR products separated by 
micro-reversed-phase LC and reverse-phase ion-pairing microcapillary 
electrochromatography [12-14]. 
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Conductivity detector, when operated under a DC mode, is sometimes 
termed as potential gradient detector (PGD) [33]. It is based on the 
changes in the electric field strength between migrating zones during 
electrophoresis, which are inversely proportional to the ionic mobilities of 
respective zones. It is applicable to all charge-carrying compounds with 
differences in mobility. The pioneering work of Mikkears et al. [34,35] had 
demonstrated the utility of PGD, but found poor reproducibility and 
time-dependent instabilities of the conductivity signals compared to UV 
detection. Since that time, PGD has been less widely used. An improved 
PGD design which could be connected with different separation system 
had been developed by our group [36-38]. Application of this PGD in the 
detection of inorganic ions and small organic molecules separated by CE 
had already been demonstrated [37,38]. The PGD shows simplicity and 
easy miniaturization compared to other conductivity detection modes, 
which often need sophisticated electronic design and micromanipulation 
with great care to position electrodes. In addition, applicability of the PGD, 
in cases of inorganic ions and small organic molecules, had shown to be 
satisfactory with results comparable to other conductivity detection 
modes [37,38]. 
In this chapter, a new design of the PGD cell was developed and 
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connected to a portable CE separation system. The system was applied 
to the determination of DNA fragments in polymer solutions. To the best 
of our knowledge, this is the first study on the feasibility of separation of 
DNA fragments by a portable CE-PGD system with polymer solutions as 
sieving medium. The whole system, including the power supply, 
separation and detection sections, was less than 5kg in weight. 
Performance of CE-PGD for the separation and detection of DNA 
fragments were demonstrated and compared with CE-UV. Effects of 
buffer solution, sieving medium and applied field strength were also 
investigated.    
 
2.2 Experimental 
2.2.1 Reagents  
PVP (average Mw 1,300,000), tetrabutylammonium hydroxide, lithium 
hydroxide were products of Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, USA). 
Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) (molecular biology grade) was 
obtained from Fisher Biotech (Fair Lawn, NJ, USA). Hae III digest of 
ΦX174 DNA (742μg/ml, containing 11 DNA fragments: 72, 118, 194, 
234, 271, 281, 310, 603, 872, 1078 and 1353bp respectively ), L-Histidine, 
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2-(N-Cyclohexylamino)ethanesulfonic acid (CHES), 
3-(Cyclohexylamino)-1-propanesulfonic acid (CAPS), 
3-(Cyclohexylamino)-2-hydroxy-1-propanesulfonic acid (CAPSO),  
N-[Tris(hydroxymethyl)methyl]-3-aminopropanesulfonic acid (TAPS), 
3-(N-Morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS) were bought from Sigma 
(St. Louis, MO, USA). The deionized water in the experiments was 
prepared by a Milli-Q system (Bedford, MA, USA). All the other chemicals 
were obtained at the highest quality.  
 
2.2.2 Portable CE-PGD and PGD Cell  
 
Figure 2.1 Portable CE-PGD System 
A: CE-P2 electrophoresis system; B: PGD detector 
 
The portable CE-PGD system (CE Resources, Singapore, Republic of 
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Singapore) is made up of CE-P2 electrophoresis system and the PGD 
detector, as shown in Figure 2.1. The CE-P2 contains an auto-sampler 
and a built-in power supplier which can deliver voltage of -30KV~30KV. 
Both hydrodynamic and electrokinetic injection modes are available in 
CE-P2.  
 
Figure 2.2 Design of PGD Cell 
1-Separation capillary, 2a-Grounding electrode, 2b-Sensing electrode, 
3-PVC holder fixed to capillary with running buffer inside, 4-Small fracture 
at the capillary, 5-Vial with running buffer. 
 
The PGD detector is a separate part that is connected to CE-P2 via cable. 
As shown in Figure 2.2, a small fracture (part 4) was made near the 
capillary outlet, which was held by a PVC plastic tip with running buffer 
inside (part 3). A sensing electrode (part 2b) was placed near the small 
fracture inside the PVC holder, while a grounding electrode (part 2a) was 
put in the buffer vial (part 5). Under the separation voltage, the potential 
change between the sensing electrode and the grounding electrode was 
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detected, and the signal was transmitted to the CE-P2. The whole system 
was controlled and data were acquired and analyzed with Class Eleganza 
CE Station software (CE Resources). The system allows for on-site 
testing and point-of-care analysis with an internal battery which lasts for 
at least 2 hours after recharging.  
2.2.3 CE 
Uncoated fused silica capillaries of 50μm ID and 360μm OD (Polymicro 
Technologies, Phoenix, AZ, USA) was used to carry out CE experiments. 
The CE-UV experiments were conducted on an instrument combining a 
CE-L1 system (CE Resources, Singapore) with a Linear Instrument 
(Reno, NV, USA) UVIS 200 detector whose detection wavelength was set 
to 260 nm. The above described CE-PGD system was used for CE-PGD 
experiments. The new capillary was treated with 0.1M NaOH, deionized 
water and running buffer consecutively. It was flushed with running buffer 
for 2min between two consecutive runs or when any poor performance 
such as poor peak shape or noisy baseline was observed. All solutions 
were filtered with 0.20μm Minisart (Göttingen, Germany) filters before 
use. The Hae III digest of ΦX174 DNA were 10-fold diluted with deionized 
water and hydrodynamically injected into the capillaries by a positive 
pressure of 0.3psi for 10s. All experiments were carried out with reverse 
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polarity mode under ambient temperature. 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Buffer Selection 
Theoretical studies of conductivity detection [34, 39] show that, to obtain 
good LODs of the charge-carrying targets, the mobility of the background 
counter-ion must be minimized while the difference in effective mobilities 
between the analytes ions and the background co-ion must be maximized. 
All the target DNA fragments were negatively charged during 
electrophoresis in this experiment. Li+, tetrabutylammonium (TBA+), 
histidine and Tris were tested as counter-ions. As shown in Figure 2.3, 
only Tris could provide satisfactory result. The mobility of Li+ 
(4.01×10-4cm2V-1s-1 [40]) is too high to achieve acceptable LODs of the 
DNA fragments. Mobilities of TBA+ (2.02×10-4cm2V-1s-1), histidine 
(2.96×10-4cm2V-1s-1) and Tris (2.95×10-4cm2V-1s-1) [40,41] are low enough 
for the detection with PGD. However, neither TBA+ nor histidine provided 
satisfactory baseline and peaks for DNA fragments. We believe such 
results may be caused by the formation of DNA-histidine/ TBA+ complex: 
large ions with positively charged amino group such as histidine and 
TBA+, due to sterical hindrance, may form chelates with negatively 
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charged DNA phosphate groups [42]. Therefore, Tris was chosen as 




Figure 2.3 Electrophoresis of ΦX174 DNA in Buffers containing Different 
Counter-ions 
Experimental conditions: ID of capillary, 50μm; Length of capillary, 50cm; 
Separation voltage, -5kV; Detection, PGD. Buffer: A: 30 mM CHES, 
60mM Li+, 2%(w/v) PVP; B: 30 mM CHES, 60mM TBA+, 2%(w/v) PVP; C: 
30 mM CHES, 60mM histidine, 2%(w/v) PVP; D: 30 mM CHES, 60mM 
Tris, 2%(w/v) PVP.  
 
Similarly, we tested CHES, CAPSO, CAPS, TAPS, MOPS as co-ion. 
While CHES, CAPSO, CAPS and TAPS show similar acceptable results, 
only buffer containing MOPS as background co-ion was not suitable for 
the detection of the analytes. From Figure 2.4 (only showing the 
electropherograms for CHES and MOPS as co-ion), we could see that 
there were no peaks after 30min in the buffer containing MOPS, when 
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peaks of DNA fragments should appear. We attribute the results to the 
DNA-buffer interaction in amine-based neutral buffer, which would 
change the effective mobilities of DNA fragments, as reported by 
Stellwagen et al.[43] MOPS (pKa=7.2) is a stronger acid compared to 
CHES, CAPSO, CAPS and TAPS (pKa=9.3, 9.6, 10.4 and 8.4 
respectively). The formation of DNA-buffer complex and mutually 
interacting DNA-buffer complexes in the comparatively neutral MOPS 
buffer might result in little mobility differences between DNA fragments 
and the co-ion. However, the exact mechanism of how the interactions 
affect the detection of DNA fragments by PGD should be further 
investigated. In this experiment, we chose CHES as co-ion in the 
experiment. 
 
Figure 2.4 Electrophoresis of ΦX174 DNA in Buffers containing Different 
Co-ions 
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Buffer: A: 30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) PVP, pH 9.1; B: 30mM 
MOPS, 60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) PVP, pH 8.3. Other Experimental conditions 
were same as those in Figure 2.3. 
 
2.3.2 Influence of Sieving Medium 
Sieving medium is one of the most important parameters in size sieving 
CE since it determines both the migration behavior and the resolution of 
the DNA fragments. The sieving medium that possesses high sieving 
ability, low viscosity and dynamic coating ability is preferred. The low 
viscosity and dynamic coating ability are of special importance to PGD 
detection. To fill and replace viscous solution for a PGD cell, and the 
tedious process to coat a PGD cell are almost impossible to realize, for 
both would destroy the detection window of a PGD cell. From previous 
studies [44-47] on PVP as sieving medium for DNA separation, we 
believe PVP may be a good choice: compared to other water-soluble 
neutral polymers with the same concentration and molecular weight, PVP 
solution has a much lower viscosity; moreover, PVP is one of the few 
polymers having the self-coating ability, because the hydrophilic carbonyl 
groups of PVP could form strong hydrogen bonding with the residual 
hydroxyl groups on the capillary wall. It had been shown that EOF could 
be suppressed to a negligible level when using 1% PVP solution as 
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“dynamic coating”.  
 
Figure 2.5 Electrophoresis of ΦX174 DNA in Buffers containing Different 
PVP Concentration 
Buffer: 30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, containing different PVP concentration 
(A-0%, B-1%, C-2%, D-3%, E-4%, w/v). Other Experimental conditions 
were same as those in Figure 2.3. 
 
Figure 2.5 shows the separation of ΦX174 DNA in buffer solutions 
containing different PVP concentrations. In a running buffer containing no 
PVP, DNA fragments did not show any peaks within reasonable time 
(80min), which indicates that DNA fragments could not reach the detector 
under the effect of the opposite-migrating EOF. When the concentration 
of PVP increased from 1% to 4% (w/v), resolution of the DNA fragments 
improved. However, higher PVP concentrations resulted in longer 
migration times. It takes about 63min and 77min respectively to finish the 
separation in buffer solutions containing 3% and 4% (w/v) PVP. The 
results can be explained by the fact that smaller mesh size will form in 
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higher concentration of polymer, which would lead to improved resolution, 
and longer time for DNA to pass through the capillary. In the mean time, 
in running buffers containing PVP higher than 2%, we could not detect the 
smallest DNA fragment (72bp), because higher PVP also resulted in 
worse baseline. We attribute the worse baseline to the increased solution 
viscosity, and the Joule heating which is more prominent at relatively long 
separation time. As a result, we chose 2% PVP solution as the best 
polymer concentration for subsequent experiments. Figure 2.6 shows the 
mobilities of DNA fragments in running buffers containing different 
concentrations of PVP. It is obvious that the mobility of each DNA 
fragment decreases with increased PVP concentration. The trend of each 
line in Figure 2.6 appears to be same, which means the separation 
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Figure 2.6 Mobility of ΦX174 DNA in Buffers containing Different PVP 
Concentration 
Experimental conditions and buffer were same as those in Figure 2.5 
 
To further test the possibility of using PVP as dynamic sieving medium in 
CE-PGD system, we investigated the reproducibility of the separation of 
ΦX174 DNA by CE-PGD. As shown in Table 2.1, the relative standard 
deviation (RSD, n=5) of the migration time measured for each DNA 
fragment was less than 1.5%. The RSD (n=5) of peak area of each 
fragment was less than 3.8%. The results suggest that PVP serves well 
as dynamic sieving medium in the PGD detection of DNA fragments. Also, 
these data illustrated a good reproducibility of the migration time and 
peak area for qualitative and quantitative analysis of DNA fragments by 
CE-PGD system.
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Table 2.1 Reproducibility of Migration Time and Peak Area 
DNA 
(bp) 
Mean migration time 
(min) 
RSD (n=5, %) 
migration time 
RSD (n=5, %) 
peak area 
72 32.14 1.4 3.8 
118 34.78 1.5 3.5 
194 36.01 1.5 3.2 
234 36.92 0.8 3.0 
271/281 39.04 1.1 3.4 
310 40.00 1.1 2.9 
603 42.88 1.2 3.0 
872 46.30 1.4 2.8 
1078 48.50 1.3 2.5 
1353 49.78 1.4 2.6 
 
2.3.3 Influence of Electric Field Strength 
We performed the separation of ΦX174 DNA under different applied 
voltages. Figure 2.7 shows the separation of ΦX174 DNA under different 
applied voltage. As expected, increased applied voltage led to higher 
mobility and shorter analysis time. In the mean time, increased applied 
voltage resulted in poorer separation, which is opposite to the results 
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obtained by Yan et al. who achieved improved separation efficiency with 
higher voltage [46]. However, this result is in agreement with the reptation 
theory of DNA separation by CE in entangled polymer solution [48]. 
Because of the induced orientation, the coiled DNA fragments become 
more elongated as the field strength is increased. The more the migrating 
DNA fragment becomes a rod, the less the electrophoretic mobility 
becomes dependent on molecular size. Moreover, higher separation 
voltage would lead to poorer baseline, because PGD works under DC 
mode and the voltage supply would introduce some noise when working 
under high voltage. However, with applied voltage less than -5kV, the 
DNA fragments migrate too slowly to have acceptable analysis time 
(more than 60min). Therefore, in the experiment we chose -5kV as 
applied voltage for the separation. 
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Figure 2.7 Electrophoresis of ΦX174 DNA under Different Applied 
Voltage 
Separation voltage, A: -3kV, B:-4kV, C:-5kV, D: -6kV, E: -7kV, F:-8kV, 
G:-9kV, H:-10kV, I:-12kV. Buffer: 30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) PVP, 
pH9.1. Other Experimental conditions were same as those in Figure 2.3. 
 
2.3.4 Separation Performance 
After evaluating different ratios and different concentrations of Tris and 
CHES, we found the buffer solution containing 60mM Tris，30mM CHES 
and 2%(w/v) PVP could provide satisfactory results for the separation of 
ΦX174 DNA. Figure 2.8 (B) shows that, except fragments 5, 6 and 7(271, 
281 and 310bp), baseline separation could be achieved for other DNA 
fragments. Although fragments 5, 6 and 7 were not baseline separated, 
they could be clearly resolved (Rs=0.87 and 1.32 for fragments 5 / 6 and 
fragments 6 / 7, respectively). Compared to that done with UV detector 
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under the same condition, as Figure 2.8 shows, the signal intensity of 
PGD is larger than UV, but with worse baseline. Consequently, the LOD 
of CE-PGD is almost the same as CE-UV for the separation of DNA 
fragments. The LOD (signal to noise ratio, S/N=3) of CE-PGD for the 
separation of ΦX174 DNA, based on the smallest (72bp) fragment was 
79ng/ml, while the LOD(S/N=3) of CE-UV for the smallest (72bp) 
fragment was 91ng/ml.  
 
Figure 2.8 Demonstration of Separation of ΦX174 DNA by CE-PGD and 
CE-UV 
Detection, A-UV, B-PGD. Buffer: 30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) PVP, 
pH 9.1. Other Experimental conditions were same as those in Figure 2.3. 
Concentration of the DNA sample: 74.2μg/ml. 
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2.4 Conclusion 
A novel designed PGD cell was developed, and coupled with a portable 
CE system for separation of DNA fragments. For the first time, it was 
shown possible to perform DNA separation in polymer solution by CE 
system integrated with a PGD. Influences from BGE co-ion and 
counter-ion, sieving medium and electric field strength were investigated. 
Under the optimized condition, the LODs achieved by CE-PGD were 
comparable to that of the CE-UV method. Compared with CE-UV and 
CE-LIF, the portable CE-PGD system shows several advantages such as 
simplicity, cost effectiveness and miniaturization. 
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Chapter 3 Separation of DNA 
Fragments by 




In order to improve the separation performance, especially the resolution, 
for CE separation of DNA fragments, different additives have been used. 
Among the various types of additives, small molecule is a simple one. In 
conjunction with borate buffer system, glycerol could act as a buffer 
additive to improve the resolution between closely migrating DNA 
fragments [1]. Recently, Zhou et al. [2] used mannitol for double-stranded 
DNA and plasmid DNA separation by CE, resulting in great enhancement 
of the sieving performance of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide). 
With the development in nanotechnology [3], nanostructures are 
attracting increasing attention as CE additives due to their unique 
properties compared to those of simple small molecules, such as their 
gradual transition of many properties by changing the particle size and 
their large surface areas. Nanostructures could serve as capillary 
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coatings [4-6] or buffer additives [7-9], and result in enhanced CE 
performance. As discussed in chapter 1, gold nanopartilces (GNPs) have 
been most widely investigated due to their ready availability and relative 
stability. In addition, the excellent compatibility of GNPs with 
biomolecules [10] as well as their stability in polymer solutions which are 
needed for DNA separation, make GNPs specially suitable to be used in 
CE analysis of DNA fragments. A series of papers had been published 
concerning this subject [11-16]. However, while many nanostructures 
could be used to improve CE performance as mentioned in chapter 1, 
besides GNPs, only very recently Ohno et al. reported the use of 
mono-dispersed SiO2 nanoparticles in micro-capillary electrophoresis for 
DNA separation [17].  
Carbon nanotubes (CN) is another type of promising nanostructure. CN 
could be regarded as an ultimate fiber formed of perfectly graphitized 
closed seamless shells [18]. Typically, dimension of CN was 2-25nm in 
diameter and many microns in length, so that a length-to-diameter ratio 
(aspect ratio) is around 100-1000. Because of this large aspect ratio, CN 
is classified as a one-dimensional carbon system. Since the discovery of 
CN in 1991 by Sumio Ijima [19], the tube-like material has drawn intense 
research effect owing to its unique structural, mechanical, and electronic 
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properties [20]. There are lots of reports on CN-modified electrodes for 
supercapacitor [21], battery [22], sensors [23-25], and even CE 
separations [26-29]. However, besides acting as electrode material, 
application of CN in CE is scarce, with only 2 relevant reports to date [30, 
31]: Wang and co-workers chose CN as buffer additive to improve the 
separation of homologues and isomers, and Luong et al. employed 
CN-coated capillary for the separation of aniline derivatives. CN would 
form polymer-like network in buffer [30] and could bind to DNA to form 
DNA-CN hybrid [32, 33], which prompted us to further consider that 
CN-containing buffer could afford additional interaction sites therefore 
enhance the DNA separation performance. 
As mentioned in chapter 2, UV and LIF detection modes have been most 
commonly used in the CE separation of DNA fragments, but both have 
limitations. By far, LIF has been the only detection mode in 
nanostructure-enhanced CE separation of DNA fragments [11-17]. 
However, the red to purple color of GNPs or the black color of CN would, 
to some extent, interfere with UV and LIF detection, both of which are 
based on optical technique.  
Conductivity detection, which is based on electrical instead of optical 
technique, can be an alternative detection technique, especially for 
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nanostructure-enhanced CE: baseline noise from the color of 
nanostructure could be avoided so that a higher sensitivity may be 
achieved; the unique electronic property of nanostructure, e.g. CN could 
be metal or semiconductor with different size energy gaps depending 
sensitively on the diameter and helicity [20], might have interesting effect 
on conductivity detection whose detection is based on conductivity 
change. Conductivity detection could be performed either through 
galvanic contact or in a contactless mode [34-36]. Contact conductivity 
detection is generally performed using electrodes which are placed in 
either on-column holes through the capillary wall or end-column 
arrangements. Most contactless modes are based on oscillometric 
technique, which was introduced in sixties by Pungor [37]. Compared with 
contact conductivity detection, contactless conductivity detection (CCD) 
has advantages: tedious manipulation of the capillary and contamination 
of the electrodes by the analytes could be avoided; also, the detector 
could move along the capillary freely. The first use of CCD in CE was 
described by Gas et al. in 1980 [38, 39]; in 1998, Zemann et al. and da 
Silva et al. proposed surprisingly similar however independently 
developed CCD for CE, which was based on a capacitively coupled 
contactless mode [40, 41]. Till nowadays, CCD has extensive 
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developments in terms of construction of the conductivity cell and 
application in CE analysis [42-50]. However, to the best of our knowledge, 
there has been no report on the analysis of DNA fragments by a CE-CCD 
system to date. 
In this chapter, we demonstrated the separation of DNA fragments by 
nanostructure-enhanced CE with different detectors (CCD, UV and LIF), 
with focus on nanostructure-enhanced CE-CCD. GNPs of different size 
and multiple-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCN) would be evaluated as 
buffer additives.  
 
3.2 Experimental 
3.2.1 Reagents  
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, average Mw 1,300,000), poly(ethylene oxide) 
(PEO, average Mw 900,000), hydroxyethylcellulose (HEC, average Mw 
250,000) and trisodium citrate were products of Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, 
USA). Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) (molecular biology grade) 
was obtained from  Fisher Biotech (Fair Lawn, NJ, USA). Hae III digest 
of ΦX174 DNA (512μg/ml, containing 11 DNA fragments: 72, 118, 194, 
234, 271, 281, 310, 603, 872, 1078 and 1353bp respectively), 
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2-(N-Cyclohexylamino)ethanesulfonic acid (CHES), 
3-(N-Morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS) and sodium 
tetrachloroaurate(III) dihydrate were bought from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, 
USA). 2-Log DNA ladder (1000μg/ml, containing 20 DNA fragments: 100, 
200, 300, 400, 500, 517, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1517, 2017, 
3001, 4001, 5001, 6001, 8001 and 10002bp respectively) was product of 
New England BioLabs (Ipswich, MA, USA). 
1-(4-[3-methyl-2,3-dihydro-(benzo-1,3-oxazole)-2-methylidene]-quino-lini
um)-3-trimethyl-ammonium propane diiodide (YO-PRO-1) was purchased 
from Molecular Probes Inc. (Eugene, OR, USA). MWCN was bought from 
NanotechPort Co. Ltd. (Shenzhen, China). MWCN was treated 
chemically with wet oxidation in concentrated acids, resulting in diameter 
of 40-50nm and length of about 1μm. The deionized water in the 
experiments was prepared by a Milli-Q system (Bedford, MA, USA). All 
the other chemicals were obtained at the highest quality.  
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Figure 3.1 Design of CCD Cell 
1-Capillary, 2-Copper electrode, 3-Copper shielding, 4-Plastic insulation 
sheet, 5-Cell base, 6-Delrin support. 
 
The design of the CCD cell is shown in Figure 3.1, with total size of 
Φ28×22mm. There is a semi-circle (0.4mm) groove on both copper 
electrodes (width 1.0mm) to accommodate the capillary, while there is a 
through-hole (0.38mm) on the copper shielding. In the two plastic 
insulation sheets (width 0.5mm), there is a 1.0 mm through-hole to let 
capillary pass through easily. The delrin support parts will force the 
above-mentioned parts to join together. When the aluminum base and 
cover (Figure 3.2) are screwed together, the crosstalk between the two 
electrodes is almost eliminated, and the capillary could be pressed to 
touch the electrodes firmly. There are two coaxial cables attached to the 
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base of the cell for excitation and signal pick-up. 





Figure 3.2 Photographs of CCD Cell 
A-Base of the CCD cell, B-Cover of the CCD cell. 
 
To generate a high voltage with precise high frequency of 125kHz, we 
use a quartz crystal oscillator of 16MHz and a counter DM74LS393N to 
get 125kHz square wave. The square wave is fed into an active bandpass 
filter with multi-feedback configuration by using OPAMP OP249GP, thus 
we get a pure sinewave with frequency of 125kHz. This sinewave is 
amplified by PA94 and the output voltage is about 240Vpp.  
The current output from capillary is sampled by a 4.7M resistor and an 
OPAMP OPA637, which is filtered by a bandpass filter with central 
frequency of 125kHz to filter away any noise. This signal is then rectified 
by a precision IC AD630, and fed to a 4-pole Butterworth low pass filter.  
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3.2.3 CE 
CE-CCD experiments were conducted using a portable CE-CCD system, 
which is made up of a CE-P2 electrophoresis system and the above CCD 
detector. CCD is connected to the CE-P2 via a USB cable, through which 
the signal from the CCD is transmitted to the CE-P2. The whole system is 
controlled and data are acquired and analyzed with Class Eleganza CE 
Station software (CE Resources). The whole system, including the power 
supply, separation and detection sections, was 32cm in length, 23cm in 
breadth, 15cm in height and less than 2kg in weight. The system allows 
for on-site testing and point-of-care analysis since it contains an internal 
battery which lasts for at least 2 hours after recharging. 
CE-UV experiments were conducted on instruments combining a CE-P2 
system with a Linear Instrument (Reno, NV, USA) UVIS 200 detector 
whose detection wavelength was set to 260 nm. CE-LIF experiments 
were conducted on an instrument combining a CE-P2 system with a 
homemade LIF module, with laser excitation at 473nm and detection at 
520nm. 
For CE-CCD experiments, a 60cm uncoated fused silica capillary of 50μ
m ID and 360μm OD (Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ, USA) was 
fixed to the CCD with a detector window at 55cm from the inlet. For 
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CE-UV and CE-LIF experiments, a 60cm uncoated fused silica capillary 
of 50μm ID and 360μm OD with a detector window at 50cm from the 
inlet was used.  
 
3.2.4 Synthesis of GNPs 
Different sizes of GNPs were prepared according to reported citrate 
reduction methods [11, 51, 52], in which citrate acts both as a reducing 
agent and as a capping agent. Briefly, for preparation of 10nm GNPs 
(referred as “GNPs-a” in the subsequent discussion): 0.25mL of 200mM 
HAuCl4 was rapidly added into 50mL of 4mM trisodium citrate, which was 
boiled vigorously with stirring in a round-bottom flask fitted with a reflux 
condenser. The mixed solution was boiled for another 5min. The 
formation of GNPs was indicated by the color change from pale yellow to 
deep red. For preparation of 40nm GNPs (referred as “GNPs-b” in the 
subsequent discussion): to 50mL of 0.25mM HAuCl4 that was heated to 
boiling with reflux condenser was rapidly added 0.3mL of 40mM trisodium 
citrate. The solution was boiled for another 10min, during which time the 
solution changed to pink. The solutions were set aside for cooling to room 
temperature, followed by filtering with 0.20μm Minisart filters before 
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storage under 0~4OC. 
The GNPs were imaged using transmission electron microscopy (TEM, 
JEOL-2010, Japan). TEM samples were prepared by dropping two 20μL 
aliquots of the samples onto carbon-coated copper grids (mesh size=300, 
corresponding to grids with 300 bars per inch). After deposition, any 
remaining solution was wicked away, and the grid was dried for 1hour at 
room temperature. As shown in Figure 3.3, GNPs-a has spherical 
particles with diameter of 10±0.8nm, and GNPs-b has particles with 
diameter of 40±5.5nm. A fraction of GNPs-b was nonspherical in shape. 
 
Figure 3.3 TEM of GNPs 
A: GNPs-a; B: GNPs-b 
 
The prepared GNPs were diluted with polymer-containing buffer, at a 
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pre-determined volume ratio, followed by magnetic stirring for at least 
60min to obtain a highly-homogeneous suspension. 
 
3.2.5 MWCN 
The MWCN is hydrophobic and difficult to disperse in aqueous CE buffer. 
An effective method to make MWCN soluble in aqueous buffer is to treat 
MWCN chemically with strong acid, during which the MWCN would be cut 
open and anchor groups such as hydroxyl, carboxyl and carbonyl would 
functionalize MWCN’s surface [30, 31]. After that, MWCN would be 
negatively charged [27] and could be suspended in deionized water and 
CE buffer stably. 1000ppm MWCN was prepared in deionized water as 
stock solution. After polymer-contained buffer was prepared, a 
pre-determined amount of MWCN stock solution was added into the 
buffer, followed by magnetic stirring for at least 60min to obtain a 
highly-homogeneous suspension. As shown by TEM, MWCN tend to 
form polymer-like network in both deionized water and polymer solution 
(Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.4 TEM of MWCN 
A: 100ppm in deionized water; B: 25ppm in 2%(w/v) PVP solution  
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Separation of DNA Fragments by Nanostructrue-Enhanced 
CE-CCD 
3.3.1.1 Buffer Selection 
Theoretical studies show the signal of CCD is given by the molar 
conductivity detection response [53, 54]. While the conductivity signal is 
proportional to the difference between the analyte mobility and the 
mobility of the background co-ion for a buffer system containing strong 
electrolyte exclusively [55], the situation is much more complex for a 
system with partly ionized eletrolytes [56]. To obtain a good LOD, both 
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theoretical calculation and experimental demonstration showed the buffer 
should contain a low-mobility counter-ion [57]. Tris was chosen as the 
counter-ion based on the same reasons as discussed in chapter 2. We 
tested CHES, MOPS and boric acid as co-ion. While CHES could show 
acceptable result, buffers containing MOPS and boric acid could not. As 
shown in Figure 3.5, there were no DNA peaks in the buffer containing 
MOPS, and the baseline was too unstable to clearly distinguish target 
peaks from baseline fluctuation in the buffer containing boric acid. 
Compared to CHES (pKa=9.5), MOPS (pKa=7.2) and boric acid 
(pKa1=9.1) are stronger acids which may result in worse baseline for the 
analysis of DNA fragments by CE-CCD. In buffers containing MOPS, as 
discussed in chapter 2, the DNA-buffer interaction might result in little 
mobility (or conductivity) differences between DNA fragments and the 
co-ion [58]. Therefore, we chose CHES as co-ion.  
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Figure 3.5 Electrophoresis of ΦX174 DNA by CE-CCD in Buffers 
containing Different Co-ions 
Hydrodynamical injection, 0.3psi for 10s; Separation voltage, -8kV. Buffer: 
A: 30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) PVP; B: 30mM MOPS, 60mM Tris, 
2%(w/v) PVP; C: 30mM boric acid, 60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) PVP.  
 
In the selection of sieving medium, we tested 3 polymers that possess 
self-coating ability: PVP, PEO and HEC. From Figure 3.6, we could see 
that only PVP could provide acceptable resolution and baseline. We 
attribute the result to the fact that compared to other water-soluble neutral 
polymers with the same concentration and molecular weight, PVP 
solution has a much lower viscosity [58]. 
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Figure 3.6 Electrophoresis of ΦX174 DNA by CE-CCD in Buffers with 
Different Polymers 
Buffer: A: 30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) PVP; B: 30mM CHES, 
60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) HEC; C: 30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) PEO. 
Other experimental conditions were same as those in Figure 3.5. 
 
After evaluating different concentrations of Tris, CHES and PVP, we 
selected buffer containing 60mM Tris, 30mM CHES and 2%(w/v) PVP for 
the separation of ΦX174 DNA fragments by CE-CCD. 
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3.3.1.2 Effect of Nanostructure 
 
Figure 3.7 Electrophoresis of ΦX174 DNA by CE-CCD with Different 
Nanostructures 
Buffer: 30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) PVP, A-without nanostructure; 
B-with 25ppm MWCN; C-with 15%(v/v) GNPs-a; D-with 15%(v/v) GNPs-b. 
Other experimental conditions were same as those in Figure 3.5. 
 
When used in CE-CCD buffers, both GNPs-a and GNPs-b provided 
worse baselines than that without nanostructure, as shown by Figure 3.7 
(C) and (D). Fortunately, buffer containing MWCN had positive effect on 
the DNA separation by CE-CCD: it is apparent that the buffer with 25ppm 
MWCN could provide a more stable baseline.  
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Figure 3.8 Conductivity of Buffers with or without Nanostructures over 
20oC~35oC 
Buffer: 30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) PVP. 
A: without nanostructure; B: with 25ppm MWCN; C: with 15%(v/v) 
GNPs-a; D: with 15%(v/v) GNPs-b. 
 
We tested conductivity of the four buffers in a range of temperature 
(Conductivity was measured with a MC126-2M portable conductivity 
meter, Mettler-Toledo Pte. Ltd., reference temperature: 25oC). Figure 3.8 
shows the average conductivity values (n=3) in the temperature range of 
20oC~35oC. It was observed that the conductivities of the buffers with 
GNPs were higher than that without nanostructure (or with MWCN). 
Higher conductivity resulted in higher current, and hence more significant 
Joule heat and more pronounced temperature gradient inside the 
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capillary. On the other hand, temperature has significant effect on the 
conductivity of solution, about 2%/oC [59]. Therefore, the more 
pronounced temperature gradient led to more fluctuation of the BGE 































Figure 3.9 Conductivity of Buffers with or without MWCN over 
20oC~35oC 
Buffer: 30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) PVP;  
A: without MWCN; B: with 25ppm MWCN. 
 
Comparing the conductivity of buffers with and without MWCN, as shown 
more clearly in Figure 3.9, the fluctuation of conductivity was less in the 
buffer containing 25ppm MWCN than that without MWCN, which could 
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explain the more stable baseline in the buffer with 25ppm MWCN. Also, 
the formation of DNA-MWCN hybrid [32, 33], which may have different 
conductivity from free DNA fragment, might result in a more stable 
baseline in the CE-CCD system. 
 



































Figure 3.10 Mobilities of ΦX174 DNA in Buffers containing Different 
Concentration of MWCN 
Buffer: 30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) PVP, containing different 
concentration of MWCN.  
 
Figure 3.10 shows the mobilities of DNA fragments change with the 
concentration of MWCN. At low concentration, the mobilities changed 
little: with 10ppm MWCN, mobilities of the DNA fragments were almost 
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the same as those without MWCN. Addition of 20ppm MWCN began to 
change the mobility slightly. When the MWCN concentration reached a 
certain level (25ppm in this case), each additional increase of the MWCN 
concentration could cause a significant rise in the mobility. In the case of 
low concentrations, the negatively charged MWCN could form an 
alignment along the applied electric field and migrate towards the anode 
[60], which would have little effect on the mobilities of DNA fragments. 
When the MWCN reach a certain concentration (threshold concentration, 
c*=25ppm), a network would form as shown in Figure 3.4, which is similar 
with the behavior of a polymer above its entanglement threshold. 
Therefore, in addition to the network formed by PVP, there is another 
network in the buffer formed by MWCN, which could serve as a 
pseudostationary phase to afford additional interaction sites and change 
the mobilities of DNA fragments. 
However, the resolution will not always improve with increased MWCN. 
Figure 3.11 shows the electrophoresis of ΦX174 DNA in buffers 
containing different concentrations of MWCN. In a running buffer 
containing no MWCN, DNA fragments 5, 6 and 7(271, 281 and 310bp) 
could not be baseline separated. Resolution improved with increased 
MWCN up to 25ppm; further increases of MWCN concentration resulted 
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in decreased resolution for the fragments 5, 6 and 7. In our opinion, the 
negatively charged network formed by MWCN could offer not only sieving 
ability which would favor the DNA separation, but also electrostatic 
repulsion of the negatively charged DNA which would change the mobility 
of DNA. At higher MWCN concentrations, the repulsive effect would 
dominate, and results in faster separation but poorer resolution. In 
addition, the formation of DNA-MWCN hybrid [32,33] under different 
MWCN concentrations might also change the mobilities of the DNA 
fragments and affect the resolution. In our experiment, 25ppm is the 




Figure 3.11 Electrophoresis of ΦX174 DNA by CE-CCD in Buffers 
containing Different Concentration of MWCN 
Buffer: 30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) PVP, containing different 
concentration of MWCN: A-0ppm, B-10ppm, C-20ppm, D-25ppm, 
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E-30ppm, F-40ppm, G-50ppm. Other experimental conditions were same 
as those in Figure 3.5. 
Peaks1-11: 72, 118, 194, 234, 271, 281, 310, 603, 872, 1078 and 1353bp 
respectively.  
3.3.1.4 Separation of Larger DNA Fragments by MWCN-Enhanced 
CE-CCD 
 
Figure 3.12 Electrophoresis of 2-Log DNA Ladder by MWCN-enhanced 
CE-CCD 
Buffer: A-30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 1%(w/v) PVP; B-30mM CHES, 60mM 
Tris, 1%(w/v) PVP, 15ppm MWCN. Other experimental conditions were 
same as those in Figure 3.5. 
Peaks 1-20:100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 517, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 
1517, 2017, 3001, 4001, 5001, 6001, 8001 and 10002bp respectively. 
 
Compared to Hae III digest of ΦX174 DNA, 2-Log DNA ladder contains 
DNA fragments of larger base pairs and larger base pair differences 
between each other. However, the separation was unsuccessful in the 
buffer containing 1%(w/v) PVP, as shown in Figure 3.12A. Addition of 
MWCN could greatly improve the resolution and the baseline, with 
optimized MWCN concentration of 15ppm, as shown in Figure 3.12B. The 
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sieving ability offered by the relatively low concentration of MWCN was 
evident for the separation of the larger fragments in 2-Log DNA ladder. In 
the meantime, the mobility changes of the larger fragments were slight, 
as could be seen from the relatively small change of the migration time. 
As a result, in the case of larger DNA fragments, sieving ability is the 
dominating effect from MWCN, even at low MWCN concentration near or 
below its threshold concentration (c*) to form network. We considered this 
may be caused by the fact that large DNA could drag along the MWCN 
molecules it encountered during migration, which is similar with the 
behavior of large DNA separation in polymer solution below its 
entanglement threshold [11]. Therefore, for the separation of larger DNA 
fragments by CE-CCD, we could use buffer containing low polymer 
concentration with enhancement by addition of low concentrations of 
MWCN (<c* 25ppm). 
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3.3.1.5 Separation Performance 
Table 3.1 LODs of CE-CCD without MWCN and with MWCN 
DNA fragments CE-CCD without MWCN CE-CCD with MWCN 
ΦX174 DNA fragments a) 109ng/ml 23ng/mlc)
2-Log DNA ladder b) 67ng/ml 28ng/mld)
a) LOD based on the smallest fragment (72bp)  
b) LOD based on the smallest fragment (100bp) 
c) LOD in buffer with 25ppm MWCN 
d) LOD in buffer with 15ppm MWCN 
 
Under the optimized condition, the reproducibility of the method was quite 
good, with RSDs of migration times ranging from 0.9% to 1.7%, and 
RSDs of peak areas ranging from 3.5% to 5.6%. Table 3.1 listed the 
LODs(S/N=3) of CE-CCD without and with MWCN. Compared with the 
LOD of CE-UV and CE-PGD [58], the LOD of CE-CCD without MWCN is 
poorer, but the LOD of CE-CCD with MWCN is better. The better LOD of 
CE-CCD with MWCN can be attributed to the fact that the buffer with 
MWCN could provide a more stable baseline. For the buffers without 
MWCN, the LOD of ΦX174 DNA fragments is poorer than that of 2-Log 
DNA ladder, which may be caused by the higher PVP concentration used 
for ΦX174 DNA fragments. Thus, we could deduce that higher polymer 
concentration would lead to higher viscosity and worse LOD in CE-CCD. 
Concerning the resolution, buffer with 25ppm MWCN could provide 
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baseline separation for the fragments 5, 6 and 7 in ΦX174 DNA, while 
CE-CCD without MWCN, CE-UV and CE-PGD could not [58]. For 2-Log 
DNA ladder, all the 20 DNA fragments were baseline separated in a 
buffer with 15ppm MWCN, without increasing polymer concentration 
which may cause worse LOD otherwise.  
 
3.3.2 Separation of DNA Fragments by Nanostructrue-Enhanced 
CE-UV 
Using the Tris/CHES/PVP buffer, only addition of GNPs-a had positive 
effect on the separation of ΦX174 DNA by CE-UV. During the 
experiments, GNPs-b had almost no effect on the separation 
performance, which was inconsistent with the report by Huang et al. [11] 
Addition of MWCN resulted in unstable baseline, probably due to the 
black color of MWCN, and therefore worse separation performance. 
As shown in the synthesis procedure (3.2.3) and Figure 3.3, different 
concentration of sodium citrate and HAuCl4 would result in GNPs of 
different sizes and concentrations. We estimated the concentration of 
GNPs from the total amount of gold atoms in the added HAuCl4 and then 
determining how many atoms would fit in each particle. The volume of the 
resulting GNPs was calculated, and the number of atoms fitting into each 
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GNP was determined using the crystal structure of gold (cubic unit cell, 
4.0786Å on edge, 4 gold atoms/unit cell), giving us the average number 
of atoms/particle. The concentration of GNPs in the sample was 
calculated by dividing the concentration of gold atoms by the 
atoms/particle. Table 3.2 listed the concentration of GNPs-a and GNPs-b.  
 
Table 3.2 Concentrations of GNPs-a and GNPs-b 
 Ca (mM)a) Cp (mM) b) Cc (mM) c)
GNPs-a 0.995 4.03×10-6 3.98 
GNPs-b 0.249 1.58×10-8 0.24 
a)-Concentration of gold atoms 
b)-Concentration of gold particles  
c)-Concentration of citrate 
 
As shown in Table 3.2, the concentration of gold particles (Cp) of GNPs-b 
is 2 orders in magnitude lower than that of GNPs-a. The Cp difference 
between GNPs-a and GNPs-b may explain the different effect on DNA 
separation. As in the “transient entanglement coupling”, DNA molecules 
may temporarily intertwine with GNPs which they encounter during 
electrophoresis. However, if Cp of GNPs-b is too diluted, there would be 
little chance for collision with DNA molecules and resulted in almost no 
effect on the DNA separation. 
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3.3.2.1 Effect of GNPs Concentration 
 
 
Figure 3.13 Electrophoresis of ΦX174 DNA in Buffers containing 
Different Concentration of GNPs-a 
Electrokinetic injection, -5kV for 5s; Separation voltage, -8kV. Buffer: 30 
mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) PVP, containing different GNPs-a (v/v): 
A-0% B-10%, C-15%, D-20%, E-30%. Concentration of the 11 DNA 
fragments: 1.28ppm. 1-11: 72, 118, 194, 234, 271, 281, 310, 603, 872, 
1078 and 1353bp respectively. 
 
As shown in Figure 3.13, the migration of DNA fragments became faster 
when the concentration of GNPs-a increased. Meanwhile, resolution 
improved with increased GNPs-a up to 15%(v/v). With 15%(v/v) GNPs-a, 
fragments 5, 6 and 7(271, 281 and 310bp) could be baseline separated. 
However, higher GNPs-a concentration than 15%(v/v) led to worse 
resolution. As a result, 15%(v/v) could be considered as the optimized 
GNPs-a concentration for separation of ΦX174 DNA. 
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3.3.2.2 Effect of Citrate 
 
Figure 3.14 Electrophoresis of ΦX174 DNA in Buffers containing Citrate 
or GNPs-a 
Buffer: 30 mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 2%(w/v) PVP, B-with 0.6mM sodium 
citrate, C-with 15%(v/v) GNPs-a. Other experimental condition and peak 
identification were same as those in Figure 3.13. 
 
Considering the possible effect of citrate, which acted as both reducing 
agent and capping agent for GNPs, we conducted the separation of 
ΦX174 DNA in buffers with citrate. From Table 3.2, we could see that a 
buffer containing 15%(v/v) GNPs-a will at the same time contain about 
0.6mM (3.98mM×15%) citrate. Compared with buffer without citrate and 
GNPs-a, separation time became shorter and the resolution improved 
slightly in a buffer with 0.6mM citrate, as shown in Figure 3.14 (A) and (B). 
However, in buffers with 0.6mM citrate but without GNPs-a, fragments 5, 
6 and 7(271, 281 and 310bp) could only be partially separated. This 
further supports the role of GNPs-a in improving the resolution. 
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3.3.2.3 Separation of Larger DNA Fragments by GNPs-Enhanced 
CE-UV 
When separating 2-Log DNA ladder, addition of GNPs-a could greatly 
improve the resolution, with optimized GNPs-a concentration of 10%(v/v), 
as shown in Figure 3.15(B). 
 
Figure 3.15 Electrophoresis of 2-Log DNA Ladder by CE-UV 
Buffer: 30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 1%(w/v) PVP, B-with 10%(v/v) GNPs-a. 
Other experimental conditions were same as those in Figure 3.13. 
Concentration of the 20 DNA fragments: 2.0ppm. Peaks1-20:100, 200, 
300, 400, 500, 517, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1517, 2017, 3001, 
4001, 5001, 6001, 8001, and 10002bp respectively. 
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3.3.3 Separation of DNA Fragments by Nanostructrue-Enhanced 
CE-LIF 
Figure 3.16 Electrophoresis of ΦX174 DNA by CE-LIF 
Buffer: 30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 1%(w/v) PVP, 1μM YO-PRO-1. B-with 
15%(v/v) GNPs-a. Concentration of the 11 DNA fragments: 51.2ppb. 
Other experimental condition and peak identification were same as those 
in Figure 3.13. 
 
 
Figure 3.17 Electrophoresis of 2-Log DNA Ladder by CE-LIF 
Buffer: 30mM CHES, 60mM Tris, 1%(w/v) PVP, 2μM YO-PRO-1. B-with 
10%(v/v) GNPs-a. Concentration of the 20 DNA fragments: 50ppb. Other 
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YO-PRO-1 was used as a DNA intercalating reagent to facilitate 
fluorescence detection. Very similar to that of CE-UV, only GNPs-a had 
positive effect on the separation of DNA fragments by CE-LIF. For 
separation of ΦX174 DNA fragments, best result was achieved with 
15%(v/v) GNPs-a; while for separation of 2-Log DNA ladder, 10%(v/v) 
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3.4 Conclusion 
GNPs of different sizes were synthesized and MWCN was treated 
chemically, both of which were then diluted in PVP-contained buffer to 
form highly-homogeneous suspension. For the first time, both GNPs and 
MWCN were evaluated as buffer additive for separation of DNA 
fragments by CE with different detectors (CCD, UV and LIF).  
Nanostructure-enhanced CE-CCD was investigated in detail. Counter-ion, 
co-ion and polymer were selected for the separation of DNA fragments by 
a portable CE-CCD system. While buffers containing GNPs resulted in 
worse baselines, the MWCN-containing buffer could provide a more 
stable baseline in the CE-CCD system, owing to its less fluctuation of 
conductivity. In addition, the presence of MWCN could change the 
mobility as well as the separation resolution of DNA fragments, which 
could be attributed to the additional interaction sites afforded by the 
negatively charged MWCN during electrophoresis. Separation of Hae III 
digest of ΦX174 DNA in buffers containing different MWCN 
concentrations implied a threshold concentration above which MWCN 
could form a polymer-like network. While only MWCN above its threshold 
concentration could have significant effect on the separation of smaller 
DNA fragments, MWCN near or below its threshold concentration was 
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sufficient to improve the separation of larger DNA fragments, which was 
shown by the separation of 2-Log DNA ladder. Compared with CE-UV 
and CE-PGD, CE-CCD with MWCN could provide lower LODs as well as 
better resolution. Therefore, MWCN could be a complementary buffer 
additive to polymer for the separation of DNA fragments by CE-CCD. 
Nanostructure-enhanced CE-UV and CE-LIF were also studied. While 
neither 40nm GNPs nor MWCN could improve the separation, 10nm 
GNPs could enhance the resolution of DNA fragments.  
In conclusion, nanostructure-enhanced CE could be a novel strategy to 
improve the CE resolution for separation of DNA fragments. Especially, 
CCD, which is an electrical-based technique, could be an alternative 
detection mode to UV and LIF for nanostructure-enhanced CE, because 
baseline noise from the color of nanostructures could be avoided and 
conductivity change resulting from the addition of nanostructures might 
have interesting effects on CCD detection. 
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4.1 Introduction  
Chlorinated acid herbicides are widely used to protect agricultural crops 
from weeds and to prevent arable land from being overgrown by 
unwanted plants [1]. However, herbicides may reach the water system, 
and water serves as the primary stream to transport herbicides to other 
parts of the environment [1,2]. These threaten the health of human beings 
and aquatic organisms, therefore careful monitoring of residue levels of 
the herbicides is needed [3].  
The US EPA method 515.1 is the most commonly used method which 
uses liquid–liquid extraction combined with GC with electron capture 
detection to detect chlorinated acids in ground and finished drinking water 
[4, 5]. However, derivatization of the acidic herbicides is necessary for 
GC to increase the volatility of the compounds [4, 6, 7]. HPLC analysis 
can be carried out on the acids directly, usually in an acidic buffer, but for 
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complex mixtures HPLC lacks adequate resolution [8]. Also, preparation 
of real sample for HPLC analysis is tedious, e.g. use of several different 
SPE columns, because there are lots of interfering compounds, such as 
humic acid [5]. CE, due to its high separation efficiency, speed, 
automation, small sample and reagents requirements, has shown 
promise in the analysis of herbicides, especially for those of relative polar 
nature, ionic character and low volatility [9]. There are quite a lot studies 
on the determination of herbicides by CE [3, 5, 9-19]. 
As discussed in chapter 1, excellent separation efficiency of CE is always 
accompanied with low concentration sensitivity when coupled with the 
commonly used UV detection. Fortunately, different online concentration 
techniques have been developed to improve sensitivity of CE, in both the 
CZE (often termed as stacking) [20-31] and electrokinetic 
chromatography modes (often termed as sweeping) [32-35], or 
combination of both in MEKC [36-39].  Since the herbicides were 
analyzed by CZE in this work, we focus on the stacking techniques for 
CZE here. With field-amplified sample injection (FASI), ions could stack 
at the interface between low-conductivity solvent and BGE, by preparing 
samples in highly diluted buffer (or water) or injecting a plug of 
low-conductivity solvent before sample loading electrokinetically [20-23]. 
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Large volume sample stacking (LVSS) developed by Burgi et al., involves 
the injection of a large-volume of sample into the capillary and removing 
the sample matrix by polarity switching [24-27]. However, careful 
monitoring of the current is required for the just-in-time polarity switching, 
to complete removal of the sample matrix and avoid sample loss. The 
technique known as large-volume sample stacking using the EOF pump 
(LVSEP) was introduced to overcome this problem. By using low pH 
buffer or adding modifier to reduce EOF, sample stacking and separation 
could be performed without intermediate polarity switching [28-31]. More 
recently, a technique combining FASI with LVSEP was introduced by Zhu 
et al. [19], which they called field-amplified sample injection with sample 
matrix removal using the EOF pump (FAEP). FAEP could provide more 
than 3,000 sensitivity enhancements [19, 40]. 
Besides online techniques, offline sample preconcentration techniques 
could also be used to enhance the concentration sensitivity of an 
analytical method. For CE analysis of aqueous sample, the only offline 
sample preparation required is usually preconcentration by SPE [5], 
where the modified silica with a C18 reversed-phase sorbent has been 
the most popular packing material. However, the main drawbacks of such 
sorbent are limited breakthrough volumes for polar analytes, and their 
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narrow pH stability range [41]. Long-carbon-chain cationic surfactants 
can be steadily adsorbed on the surface of C18-bonded silica, and the 
ionized groups of the adsorbed surfactant molecules could act as 
ion-exchange sites to attract the ionized compounds from water samples 
[42]. Lee et al. used dynamic ion-exchange SPE method to enrich 
ionogenic organic compounds from water samples, showing the 
mechanism of the extraction procedure from two aspects, i.e., ion 
exchange and hydrophobic [43]. Later, Shammala et al. studied the effect 
of surfactant loading on SPE of phenolic compounds, and obtained 
96-103% recoveries at sub-ppb level [44].  
In this chapter, we will describe a novel online field-amplified sample 
stacking (FASS) procedure to analyze 16 chlorinated acid herbicides by 
CZE. By using PVA-coated capillary to reduce EOF and hydrodynamic 
injection of a methanol:water (20:80) plug (referred as “methanol-water 
plug” in the subsequent discussion) before sample loading, the sample 
injection time could be very long without loss of sample and the 
high-resolution feature afforded by CE. Like LVSEP and FAEP, there is 
no necessity to reverse the voltage and monitor the current carefully. This 
method could provide 5,000~10,000 folds sensitivity enhancement for the 
target ions, which is higher than that of LVSEP and FAEP. When 
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combined with SPE assisted by cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), 
which we termed as cationic surfactant-assisted SPE (CSA-SPE), local 




Figure 4.1 Plugs in LVSEP and FAEP 
Plug A: Plug with low conductance and higher EOF 
Plug B: BGE plug with high conductance and lower EOF.  
 
In anion analysis by either LVSEP or FAEP[19,29], there exist two liquid 
plugs inside the capillary, as shown in Figure 4.1: plug A with higher EOF, 
typically sample or water plug with low conductance; plug B with lower 
EOF, typically BGE with modifier to reduce EOF. The bulk EOF velocity 
(veof) is the average of the local EOF values, weighted by the lengths of 
the two plugs[45]:  
Beofvα1vαv Aeofeof −⋅−+⋅= − )(     (4.1)     
where α is the normalized length of plug A, veof-A is the EOF velocity in 
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plug A and v eof-B is the EOF velocity in plug B. Lower bulk EOF than the 
anion’s absolute electrophoretic mobility must be assured; otherwise, 
neither the anion could enter the capillary electrokinetically in FAEP, nor 
could the sample matrix be pumped out without great loss of anions in 
LVSEP. Although a longer plug A could lead to more sample loading in 
LVSEP and longer electro-injection time in FAEP, according to Eq.(4.1), 
the length of plug A cannot be too long in order to obtain lower bulk EOF.  
We resolved the problem by using a PVA-coated capillary, in which the 
EOF was reduced throughout. A scheme was designed to illustrate the 
stacking of the anion in a PVA-coated capillary, as shown in Figure 4.2.  
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Figure 4.2 Schematic Illustration of FASS in a PVA-coated Capillary 
(a) Hydrodynamical injection of the methanol-water plug into the capillary 
(b) FASI of anions under negative voltage, while the methanol-water plug 
moving out of the capillary slowly (c) Removal of the methanol-water plug 
under separation voltage (d) Complete removal of the methanol-water 
plug and start of separation. 
 
(a) After filling the capillary with the optimized BGE, a methanol-water 
plug was hydrodynamically injected into the capillary. In this way, the 
electrical field in the methanol-water plug was several hundred times 
higher than that in the BGE. This permits anions to be injected at high 
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velocity and migrate fast in the methanol-water plug, but migrate 
slowly in the BGE plug. 
(b) After the methanol-water plug was injected, the inlet end of the 
capillary was transferred to the sample reservoir. A voltage of -10kV 
was applied to inject herbicide anions for a period of time. The anions 
experienced a FASI process and stacked at the interface between the 
methanol-water plug and BGE. In the mean time, because of the 
reduced EOF, the methanol-water plug was moving out slowly from 
the injection end, and the injection time could be very long without 
sample loss. Thus, great sensitivity enhancement could be obtained.  
(c) After sample injection, the inlet end of the capillary was transferred to 
the buffer reservoir, and a -25kV voltage was applied. At this stage, 
there was a short methanol-water plug inside the capillary, which 
should be removed out using the slow EOF pump under separation 
voltage.  
(d) Once the entire methanol-water plug was removed out, separation of 
the herbicides started.  
In order to assure there is a short methanol-water plug inside the capillary 
in step (c), the length of the methanol-water plug injected during step (a) 
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and the electrokinetic injection time in step (b) should be optimized.  
Usually, a neutral compound, e.g. mesityl oxide, could be used to 
measure EOF. For a neutral compound, the electrophoretic mobility (μep) 
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According to Eq. (4.2), if a neutral marker peak takes t1 to reach the 
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Also, according to Eq. (4.2), t2 is needed to remove the entire 







   (4.4) 
where α’ is normalized length of the methanol-water plug injected during 
step (a).  
Deduced from Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.4), Eq. (4.5) could be used to calculate 
the theoretical time (t2), which is needed to pump the entire 
methanol-water plug out: 
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In order to assure the time needed to pump the methanol-water plug out 
during step (c) in less than 5min [19], the best theoretical sample injection 
time (tinj*) should be calculated as Eq. (4.6): 
5−=∗ 2inj tt       (4.6) 
 
4.3 Experimental 
4.3.1 Reagents  
The underivatized chlorinated acid herbicides studied in this experiment, 
namely, 5-(2-Chloro-4-trifluoromethylphenoxy)-2-nitrobenzoic acid 
(Acifluorfen), 
3-Isopropyl-1H-2,1,3-benzothiadiazin-4(3H)-one-2,2-dioxide (Bentazon), 
3-Amino-2,5-dichlorobenzoic acid (Chloramben), dichlorophenoxyacetic 
acid (2,4-D), 2,2-Dichloropropionic acid (Dalapon), 
4-(2,4-Dichlorophenoxy)butyric acid (2,4-DB), 
3,6-Dichloro-2-methoxybenzoic acid (Dicamba), 3,5-Dichlorobenzoic acid 
(3,5-DCB), 2-(2,4-dichlorphenoxy)propionic acid (Dichlorprop), 
2-sec-Butyl-4,6-dinitrophenol (Dinoseb), 4-Nitrophenol (4-NP), 
Pentachlorophenol (PCP), 4-Amino-3,5,6-trichloro-pyridine-2-carboxylic 
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acid (Picloram), 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4,5-T), 
2-(2,4,5-Trichlorophenoxy)propionic acid (2,4,5-TP), and 
Tetrachloroterephthalic acid (TCTPA), were products from 
AccuStandards Inc (New Haven, CT, USA; Catalog Number: M-515A-R2). 
The 16 herbicides analytes were dissolved in methanol with 
concentrations listed in Table 1 (referred as “mixture standard” in the 
subsequent discussion). The 16 individual herbicide standards were 
either purchased from AccuStandard Inc or kindly given by Dr Barry 
Lesnick of the EPA. Hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HP-β-CD) was 
obtained from Cyclolab (Budapest, Hungary). PVA (Mw 31,000-50,000) 
was product of Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, USA). Humic acid was purchased 
from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland). CTAB was supplied by Sigma (St. Louis, 
MO, USA). HPLC-grade methanol was obtained from Fisher Scientific 
(Fair Lawn, NJ, USA). All the other chemicals were obtained at the 
highest quality. The deionized water was prepared by a Milli-Q system 
(Bedford, MA, USA). All solutions were filtered with 0.20μm Minisart 
filters (Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany) before use. 500 mg ODS-5 
Whatman C18-bonded silica cartridges (Clifton, NJ, USA) were used for 
SPE experiment.  
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4.3.2 PVA-coated Capillary  
The thermally immobilized PVA-coated capillary was produced by a 
procedure similar to Gilges et al. [46]. A 100-cm-long uncoated fused 
silica capillary of 50μm ID and 360μm OD (Polymicro Technologies, 
Phoenix, AZ, USA) was flushed with 0.1M NaOH, 0.1M HCl and 
deionized water for 10 min each, followed by pushing all the liquid out of 
the capillary by nitrogen. PVA solution (10% w/w in water) was then 
forced through the capillaries under a nitrogen pressure of 2.0MPa, 
followed by slowly discharging from the capillary at a decreased nitrogen 
pressure of 0.15MPa. The final immobilization of the PVA coating is 
achieved by heating the capillary at 140°C for 3h under a gentle flow of 
nitrogen. Before use, the PVA-coated capillary was cut to 75-cm-long with 
a detector window at 60cm from the inlet ( Ltot=75cm; Leff=60cm). 
The PVA-coated capillary produced by this method shows high stability in 
both aqueous and nonaqueous electrolytes (such as electrolyte 
consisting of large percent of methanol), which is in agree with the results 
obtained by Belder et al. [47, 48] and confirmed by our repetitive 
experiment results. The reduced EOF of the PVA-coated capillary was 
measured using the three-injection method introduced by Williams and 
Vigh [49]. In the optimized buffer, the EOF of the PVA-coated capillary 
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was 4.39×10-5cm2•V-1•sec-1, which means it should take 68.3min (t1) for 
a neutral marker peak to appear under a voltage of +25 kV (V1). 
 
4.3.3 CE 
The CE-UV experiments were conducted on instruments combining a 
CE-P2 system (CE Resources, Singapore) with a UV-Vis 
spectrophotometric detector (SPD-10AV, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) 
whose detection wavelength was set to 195nm (a carbonyl group is the 
only UV-chromophore for Dalapon, therefore we chose short UV 
wavelength detection). The whole system was controlled by and data 
were acquired and analyzed with Class Eleganza CE Station software 
(CE Resources). The PVA-coated capillary was treated with deionized 
water and running buffer consecutively before commencing experiments 
everyday. It was flushed with running buffer for 2min between two 
consecutive runs. Hydrodynamic injection was performed by injecting 
samples into the capillary under a positive pressure of 0.3psi for 10s 
(referred as “normal injection” in the subsequent discussion).  
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4.3.4 FASS in PVA-coated Capillary 
Methanol-water plug of different length was hydrodynamically injected 
into the capillary (α’ = 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25%, respectively). Then 
electrokinetic injection under -10kV (V2) was used to introduce the 
herbicide anions into the capillary for different durations (tinj = 5, 10, 15, 
20, 25, 30 and 35min, respectively). After sample injection, a negative 
voltage (-25kV) was applied for CE separation. For each run a fresh 
sample solution was used. 
 
4.3.5 CSA-SPE 
100ml water sample was passed through a Minisart filter, and then was 
added to sodium chloride (2%, w/w) and acidified to pH 2 by 4M HCl. The 
cartridge was cleaned by passing through 5mL methanol and 10mL 
deionized water. Then, it was rinsed with 5mL CTAB slowly (different 
concentration, 0mM, 1mM, 2mM, 3mM and 4mM, respectively; 
~5mL/min), followed by 10mL deionized water. After preconditioning, the 
sorbent was not allowed to dry until the sample loading procedure was 
completed. The solution was passed through the SPE cartridge at a flow 
rate of about 10mL/min under positive pressure. After it was rinsed with 
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5mL deionized water, the cartridge was dried with nitrogen for about 5min. 
The adsorbate was eluted using 2mL methanol containing glacial acetic 
acid. The effluent was then evaporated to dryness under a gentle stream 
of nitrogen. The residue was dissolved in 1mL water-methanol (80:20) 
before analysis. To test the recovery of CSA-SPE, water sample spiked 
with highly diluted mixture standard was used. 
 
4.3.6 HPLC 
An Agilent 1100 HPLC system with a photodiode array detector was 
employed (Agilent Technologies). Phenomenex Luna C18 column 
(250mm×4.6mm ID, particle size 5μm) was used. Chromatographic 
separations were carried out under ambient temperature, at a flow rate of 
0.5mL/min. The UV-absorbance could be measured at full spectrum 
(190-400 nm). 
After optimization process, the best mobile phases were deionized water 
(adjust to pH=2 with HCl, termed as solvent A) and methanol (termed as 
solvent B). The best linear gradient elution condition was: A-B (70:30) 
was used as the initial condition; B was increased from 30% to 75% in 
25min, and kept in 75% B for 20min; and then to 100% B in 15min and 
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kept in 100% B for 5min.  
 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Separation of 16 Chlorinated Acid Herbicides 
As shown in Table 4.1, pKa values of the 16 herbicides range from 
<0.66~7.2. Hence, alkali buffer will favor the deprotonation of the targets. 
However, although the PVA coating has greatly reduced the EOF, the 
EOF would increase slightly when the BGE pH increases, which would 
lead to longer analysis time and shorter electro-injection time during 
FASS therefore reduced sensitivity enhancement. Firstly, we selected 
buffer consisting of 14mM sodium hydrogen phosphate and 6mM sodium 
dihydrogen phosphate (referred as “20mM NaPO4” buffer in the 
subsequent discussion, pH=7.5). However, many peaks merged in the 
aqueous 20mM NaPO4 buffer. 
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Table 4.1 Structure, Concentration and pKa of 16 Underivatized 





































































































99.3 < 0.66 
a) pKa values are from the Pesticide Properties 
Database(http://www.arsusda.gov/rsml/ppdb3), and SciFinder Scholar
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4.4.1.1 Effect of Methanol 
Because the solubility of the 16 herbicides in water is low, introduction of 
methanol could favor the solubilities of the analytes in the buffer. Also, 
methanol would affect migration of the ions in CZE and is expected to 
lead to better separation of the 16 herbicides. 20mM NaPO4 buffer 
consisting of 0%, 10%, 20%, 30% methanol (v/v) were tested. As shown 
in Figure 4.3, higher methanol concentration resulted in better separation 
but longer migration time. While 10% and 20% methanol could provide 
better baseline than that of 0%, baseline of 30% methanol was worse. 
This could be explained by the fact that there was some methanol in the 
sample as solvent, and buffer with similar methanol percentage could 
provide a more stable baseline; however, larger percent of methanol 
would interfere with the short UV wavelength detection (195nm). Thus, 
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Figure 4.3 Electrophoresis of 16 Chlorinated Acid Herbicides in Buffers 
containing Different Methanol Concentration 
Sample: mixture standard 10 times diluted with deionized water. Normal 
injection. Experimental conditions: Separation voltage, -25 kV, Detection, 
UV 195nm. Buffer: 20mM NaPO4, containing different methanol (v/v), 
A-0% B-10%, C-20%, D-30%. 
 
4.4.1.2 Influence of HP-β-CD 
20mM NaPO4 buffer with 20%(v/v) methanol could give only 14 peaks 
(Figure 4.3C), which meant there were 2 peaks merging with others. In 
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order to obtain better separation, HP-β-CD was added. HP-β-CD has 
been used in buffer solutions [3, 50] or coated on the internal capillary 
surface [51] for CE separation of herbicides. It proved to have significant 
effect on the mobilities of the analytes, leading to higher resolution. The 
16 herbicides were baseline separated in the presence of 0.12%(w/v) 
(~0.82mM) HP-β-CD (Figure 4.4). All peaks were identified by spiking 
with standards. Further increasing the concentration of HP-β-CD would 
lead to longer migration times or separation of enantiomers of the 
herbicides.   
Using the optimized buffer (20mM NaPO4, 20% methanol and 0.12% 
HP-β-CD, pH=8.0), humic acid, which is the main interfering matrix for 
determination of trace herbicides in real water samples [5], could be 
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Figure 4.4 Electrophoresis of 16 Chlorinated Acid Herbicides Injected 
with Humic Acid 
Sample: mixture standard 10 times diluted with deionized water, and 
injected with saturated humic acid. Normal injection. Experimental 
conditions were same as those in Figure 4.3. Buffer: 20mM NaPO4, 
20%(v/v) methanol, 0.12%(w/v) HP-β-CD.  
1-Dalapon; 2-TCTPA; 3-3,5-DCB; 4-Chloramben; 5-Dicamba; 6-2,4-D; 
7-Bentazon; 8-Picloram; 9-Dichlorprop; 10-2,4,5-T; 11-Dinoseb; 
12-2,4,5-TP; 13-2,4-DB; 14-4-NP; 15-PCP; 16-Acifluorfen; 17-humic acid. 
 
4.4.1.3 Comparison with HPLC 
For comparison, HPLC was used to separate the 16 chlorinated acid 
herbicides. Several mobile phases and elution conditions had been tried, 
and the best result was achieved under the condition described in 4.3.6. 
Although full UV spectrum (190-400 nm) could be recorded by the 
photodiode array detector, the best S/N was obtained under UV 210nm, 
as shown in Figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.5 HPLC Chromatogram of 16 Chlorinated Acid Herbicides 
Sample: mixture standard 10 times diluted with deionized water. Injection: 
10μL.  
1-Dalapon; 2-Picloram; 3-4-NP; 4-Chloramben; 5/6: Dicamba, Bentazon; 
7-2,4-D; 8-Dichlorprop; 9-2,4,5-T; 10-2,4-DB; 11/12/13: 3,5-DCB, 
Acifluorfen, 2,4,5-TP; 14-Dinoseb; 15-TCTPA; 16-PCP.  
 
 
Figure 4.6 HPLC Chromatogram of Humic Acid 
Sample: saturated humic acid in water-methanol (1:1). Injection: 10μL.  
17-humic acid.  
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As could be seen from Figure 4.5, some chlorinated acid herbicides 
cannot be separated, such as peaks 5/6 (Dicamba, Bentazon) and peaks 
11/12/13 (3,5-DCB, Acifluorfen, 2,4,5-TP). In addition, humic acid, which 
was eluted out at about 44min as shown in Figure 4.6, would interfere 
with the determination of Dinoseb.  
 
4.4.2 FASS in PVA-coated Capillary 
4.4.2.1 Effect of Methanol-Water Plug Length 
Because the methanol-water plug has a much lower conductivity than 
that of the optimized BGE, the electrical field in the methanol-water plug 
was several hundred times higher than that in the BGE. The high 
electrical field near the injection point would favor the subsequent 
electrokinetic injection and improve stacking efficiency [22, 40]. Also, this 
methanol-water plug acted as a medium to hold the injected anions; 
otherwise the anions might be pushed away from the injection end [19, 
40]. Moreover, the reproducibility of migration time and peak height could 
be improved because of this methanol-water plug [52]. In the present 
method, to control the length of the injected methanol-water plug is 
important. A long methanol-water plug could permit long sample injection 
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time and hold more ions. However, because of the reduced EOF inside 
the PVA-coated capillary, the methanol-water plug should not be too long; 
otherwise, a quite long methanol-water plug would remain inside the 
capillary even after a long sample injection time and quite a long time 
would be needed to pump the entire methanol-water plug out under 
separation voltage during step (c). The long time needed to pump the 
entire methanol-water plug out during step (c) would lead to some 
negative results, such as peak broadening, loss of separation efficiency, 
and sample loss because of the universal sample diffusion. 
Hydrodynamic injection of different lengths of the methanol-water plug 
(α’= 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25%, respectively) was investigated, 
followed by sample injection at -10kV for 25min and separation at -25kV. 
As shown in Figure 4.7, the highest sensitivity enhancement was 
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Figure 4.7 Effect of Length of Methanol-Water Plug on Sensitivity 
Enhancement 
After hydrodynamic injection of different length of the methanol-water 
plug, sample was injected electrokinetically at -10kV for 25min. CE 
separation condition was same as those in Figure4.4 
1-Dalapon; 2-TCTPA; 3-3,5-DCB; 4-Chloramben; 5-Dicamba; 6-2,4-D; 
7-Bentazon; 8-Picloram; 9-Dichlorprop; 10-2,4,5-T; 11-Dinoseb; 
12-2,4,5-TP; 13-2,4-DB; 14-4-NP; 15-PCP; 16-Acifluorfen. 
 
4.4.2.2 Effect of Electrokinetic Injection Time 
When the length of the methanol-water plug was fixed at α’=15%, the 
sensitivity enhancement changed according to the sample injection time. 
As shown in Figure 4.8, the highest sensitivity enhancement was 
obtained at 25min electrokinetic injection of the sample (the best 
experimental sample injection time, tinj’=25min). Shorter injection times 
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not only resulted in introduction of less ions, but also longer 
methanol-water plugs remained therefore longer times would be needed 
to pump out the methanol-water plugs after injection. Longer injection 
times than 25min also led to decreased sensitivity enhancement. There 
may be two reasons: firstly, the methanol-water plug was moving out from 
the injection end by the reduced but still existing EOF during 
electrokinetic injection, and after 25min there was little low-conductivity 
plug inside, therefore there was no high electrical field sufficiently near 
the injection point to favor the electrokinetic injection any more; secondly, 
the injected ions might form a concentrated zone near the injection point 
to exclude the entrance of more ions. 
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Figure 4.8 Effect of Electrokinetic Injection Time on Sensitivity 
Enhancement 
The methanol-water plug was fixed at 15% of the total capillary, and then 
sample was injected electrokinetically at -10kV for different times.  
Other experimental conditions and peak identifications were same as 
those in Figure 4.7. 
 
Also, we monitored the electrophoretic current during sample injection. 
After injection for 5min, the current became higher than 100% of the 
original current (that of the capillary filled with 75% BGE and 15% 
methanol-water plug). We attribute the results to the fact that more and 
more ions entered the capillary and stacked near the interface between 
the methanol-water plug and BGE, which might lead to higher current. 
This, to some extent, also supported the second reason stated above that 
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there might be a zone of concentrated ions near the injection point after 
long-time injection.  
As could be seen both theoretically and experimentally, there is a balance 
between the length of methanol-water plug and the electro-injection time. 
In our experiment, Ltot =75cm, Leff =60cm, α’=15%, V1 = 25kV, V2 =10kV 
and t1=68.3min. According to Eq.(4.5) and Eq.(4.6), t2=32.0min, 
tinj*=27.0min, respectively. As could be seen, tinj* is close to the best 
experimental sample injection time (tinj’=25.0min). 
 
4.4.2.3 Evaluation of FASS in PVA-coated Capillary 
Once the parameters had been optimized, the FASS in PVA-coated 
capillary was applied to analyze the 16 herbicides. As shown in Figure 4.9, 
there were some peaks before 10min, possibly due to some ions in water 
that were also enriched during the stacking process. Under the optimized 
condition (hydrodynamic injection of methanol-water plug to 15% of the 
total capillary, followed by -10kV×25 min sample injection), linearity, 
RSDs of migration time (RSDt)  and peak area (RSDa), sensitivity 
enhancement and LOD (S/N=3) of the procedure were calculated, as 
listed in Table 4.2. The RSDs of the migration times were 1.5~2.4%, and 
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the RSDs of the peak areas were 4.3~8.0%. The LODs ranged from 2.64




Figure 4.9 Electrophoresis of 16 Chlorinated Acid Herbicides with FASS 
in a PVA-coated Capillary 
Sample: mixture standard 50,000 times diluted with deionized water.  
Injection: methanol-water plug was hydrodynamically injected to 15% of 
the total capillary, followed by -10kV×25 min sample injection. Other 
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Table 4.2 Performance of FASS in PVA-coated Capillary 










Dalapon 5.0~5.0×103 2.0 7.5 9757 1.85 
TCTPA 1.0×10-1~5.0×102 2.2 8.0 8144 2.65×10-2
3,5-DCB 1.0×10-1~5.0×102 2.1 7.1 6377 5.04×10-2
Chloramben 1.0×10-1~5.0×102 1.5 7.4 5826 9.08×10-2
Dicamba 1.0×10-1~5.0×102 1.8 6.0 5739 6.31×10-2
2,4-D 2.0×10-1~1.0×103 2.0 6.9 5660 8.21×10-2
Bentazon 2.0×10-1~1.0×103 2.2 6.5 5532 1.13×10-1
Picloram 2.0×10-1~1.0×103 1.5 6.3 7758 1.41×10-1
Dichlorprop 2.5×10-1~1.5×103 1.8 4.3 5397 7.08×10-2
2,4,5-T 2.0×10-1~1.0×103 1.9 5.8 5909 1.30×10-1
Dinoseb 5.0×10-1~2.5×103 2.3 6.5 5598 3.47×10-1
2,4,5-TP 2.0×10-1~1.0×103 1.7 4.8 5832 1.14×10-1
2,4-DB 5.0×10-1~2.5×103 1.6 5.4 5103 2.63×10-1
4-NP 1.0×10-1~5.0×102 2.2 4.9 4798 4.07×10-2
PCP 1.0×10-1~5.0×102 2.4 6.3 4859 4.45×10-2
Acifluorfen 1.0×10-1~5.0×102 2.3 7.3 5230 2.64×10-2
a) Evaluation based on deionized water sample spiked with 50,000 times 
diluted mixture standard. And fresh sample was used for each 
measurement.  
b) Ratio Dilution
injection Normal  with AreaPeak
FASS  with AreaPeak   tEnhancemeny Sensitivit ×=  
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4.4.3 CSA-SPE 
SPE procedure similar to the previous reports [3, 5, 19] had been 
employed but low recoveries were obtained, mainly because the pKa 
values of the herbicides range from <0.66~7.2 and some existed as 
anions when SPE under pH 2. Lower pH than 2 would lead to hydrolysis 
of the bonded phase, resulting in loss of extraction efficiency. In this work, 
a CSA-SPE method described in section 4.3.5 was used to extract 
analytes. Preconditioning of the cartridge with low concentration of CTAB 
formed some artificial ion-exchange sites on the surface. Thus, analytes 
could be extracted in ionic or nonionic form through electrostatic or 
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Figure 4.10 Effect of CTAB Concentration on CSA-SPE Recovery 
Identifications were same as those in Figure 4.7. 
 
As described in 4.3.5, 5mL CTAB of different concentration (0mM, 1mM, 
2mM, 3mM and 4mM, respectively) was used to precondition the SPE 
cartridge. The effect of CTAB concentration on the CSA-SPE recovery 
was studied, as shown in Figure 4.10. Addition of CTAB could increase 
the recovery, especially for Dalapon, Dicamba, TCTPA and Picloram, 
probably due to their low pKa values (pKa of Dalapon is 1.8; pKa of 
Dicamba is 1.9; pKa of TCTPA< 0.66; pKa of Picloram is 1.9). At normal 
SPE condition under pH 2, there would be both anionic and neutral forms 
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for Dalapon, Dicamba, TCTPA and Picloram; the anionic part would not 
be adsorbed onto the surface of C18-bonded silica and may be lost 
during the SPE procedure, which could lead to low recovery. However, 
higher CTAB concentration than 2mM would decrease the recovery 
slightly. We attributed this to the fact that more CTAB would result in 
more ion-exchange sites on the surface of C18-bonded silica, but less 
hydrophobic interaction sites to attract nonionic analytes. Moreover, 
higher CTAB concentration led to a relatively unstable baseline of the 
followed electropherogram, especially when coupled with FASS. This 
might be caused by the increase of matrix in the sample solution. 
Therefore, 2mM CTAB was the optimized concentration.  
To further check whether CTAB had been adsorbed on the surface of 
C18-bonded silica, elemental analysis was done for the sorbent inside the 
SPE cartridge, both with and without precondition by 2mM CTAB. Results 
of elemental analysis showed, the sorbent of the SPE cartridge with 
precondition by 2mM CTAB contained up to 0.5%(w/w) Nitrogen, while 
the SPE cartridge without precondition did not contained Nitrogen. The 
fact that CTAB had been adsorbed on the surface of C18-bonded silica 
further supported the role of CTAB in improving the CSA-SPE recovery. 
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Figure 4.11 Effect of Acetic Acid on CSA-SPE Recovery 
Identifications were same as those in Figure 4.7. 
 
Elution solvent (methanol) containing different acetic acid would lead to 
different recovery of CSA-SPE. Acidification of the elution solvent with a 
small amount of acetic acid could decrease the electrostatic interaction 
and favor the recovery of ionic analytes. As shown in Figure 4.11, 
addition of acetic acid in the elution solvent could significantly improve the 
recoveries of Dalapon, Dicamba, TCTPA and Picloram. Also, removal of 
acetic acid could easily be realized during the evaporation step, therefore 
interference by ion (Ac-) for the following FASS-CE could be minimized. 
However, more acetic acid than 0.1%(v/v) would decrease the recovery, 
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because the acidic elution solvent would have less ability to elute 
nonionic analytes from the sorbent. Therefore, methanol containing 
0.1%(v/v) acetic acid was the optimized elution solvent. 
Combining CSA-SPE with FASS-CE, the LODs (S/N=3) of the 
CSA-SPE-FASS-CE method for the herbicides range from 0.269 to 
20.3ppt, which are 2 orders in magnitude lower than those of the US EPA 
standard method 515.1[4]. Table 4.3 listed the linearity, RSDs of 
migration time (RSDt) and peak area (RSDa), recovery and LODs of the 
CSA-SPE-FASS-CE procedure, which showed to be satisfactory enough 
for analysis of real samples. 
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Table 4.3 Performance of CSA-SPE-FASS-CE 









Dalapon 5.0×101~5.0×104 2.3 7.6 91.1 20.3 
TCTPA 1.0~5.0×103 2.4 8.2 90.0 0.294
3,5-DCB 1.0~5.0×103 2.5 7.5 98.5 0.511
Chloramben 1.0~5.0×103 1.7 7.5 98.9 0.918
Dicamba 1.0~5.0×103 1.9 6.3 92.1 0.685
2,4-D 2.0~1.0×104 2.3 7.0 96.5 0.851
Bentazon 2.0~1.0×104 2.5 6.6 99.2 1.14 
Picloram 2.0~1.0×104 1.8 6.6 91.5 1.54 
Dichlorprop 2.5~1.5×104 1.9 4.5 100.6 0.704
2,4,5-T 2.0~1.0×104 1.9 5.9 98.2 1.32 
Dinoseb 5.0~2.5×104 2.4 6.5 99.5 3.48 
2,4,5-TP 2.0~1.0×104 1.9 4.9 97.4 1.16 
2,4-DB 5.0~2.5×104 2.0 5.7 99.5 2.64 
4-NP 1.0~5.0×103 2.3 5.2 101.9 0.399
PCP 1.0~5.0×103 2.5 6.4 99.3 0.449
Acifluorfen 1.0~5.0×103 2.6 7.3 98.3 0.269
a) Evaluation based on 100ml water sample spiked with 5,000,000 times 
diluted mixture standard. And fresh sample was used for each 
measurement. 
 
4.4.4 Real Sample Analysis by CSA-SPE-FASS-CE 
Figure 4.12 shows an electropherogram of extract of local pond water 
(Normanton Park, Singapore) that was treated with the 
CSA-SPE-FASS-CE method. 9 herbicides were identified by migration 
times (also by spiking in our experiment) and determined by peak areas. 
The concentrations detected in the pond water and the RSDs of the 
concentration (RSDc) were listed in Table 4.4. The additional peaks in 
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Figure 4.12 were possibly due to humic acid and other compounds from 
the sample matrix that were also extracted and enriched during the 
CSA-SPE-FASS process. However, these peaks did not interfere with the 
target peaks. 
 
Figure 4.12 Electrophoresis of Extract of Local Pond Water by 
CSA-SPE-FASS-CE 
Sample: 100ml pond water. FASS-CE experimental conditions were 
same as those in Figure4.9.  
1-3,5-DCB； 2-Chloramben； 3-2,4-D； 4-Bentazon； 4-Picloram； 
6-Dichlorprop； 7-2,4,5-T； 8-2,4,5-TP； 9-2,4-DB 
 
Table 4.4 Real Sample Analysis by CSA-SPE-FASS-CE  
Compound Concentration in pond water (ppt) %RSDc (n=5) 
3,5-DCB 15.3 8.2 
Chloramben 12.3 9.9 
2,4-D 52.3 7.1 
Bentazon 5.48 11.5 
Picloram 10.7 8.6 
Dichlorprop 20.5 9.1 
2,4,5-T 32.6 8.2 
2,4,5-TP 37.6 7.9 
2,4-DB 42.7 6.5 
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4.5 Conclusion 
A novel online FASS procedure in a PVA-coated capillary, and an 
improved offline CSA-SPE method were developed and applied to 
analyze 16 chlorinated acid herbicides. Compared with normal injection, 
the FASS procedure could provide 5,000~10,000-folds sensitivity 
enhancements for the target ions. Under the optimized condition, the 
improved offline CSA-SPE method could provide higher recoveries than 
normal SPE, especially for those herbicides with lower pKa values than 2. 
By combining CSA-SPE with FASS-CE, local pond water was 
successfully analyzed. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report 
to describe simultaneous separation of all 16 US EPA priority pollutants 
by CZE, and achieve the lowest LODs reported to date, which are in the 
ppt levels. The method presented in this study may be a useful alternative 
or complement to US EPA method 515.1, because derivatization is not 
required and interference from humic acids could be alleviated.  
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Chapter 5 Analysis of Pollutants by 
Portable CE System with Contactless 
Conductivity Detection 
 
5.1 Introduction  
The need for fast and efficient methods for environmental analysis 
stimulates searching for better and more selective and sensitive 
analytical procedures. Thus, the interest continues in CE, an analytical 
separation technique that has enormous potential for environmental 
analysis especially for polar and ionic analytes. 
As discussed in chapter 1, LMW organic acids are common and natural 
constituents in environmental samples and have environmental 
significance [1]. It is of considerable importance to analyze LMW organic 
acids in environmental water, because LMW organic acids could dissolve 
in water and water serves the medium to transport them to other parts of 
the environment such as soil and plants.  
GC, IC and HPLC were the most commonly used methods for 
determination of LMW organic acids. However, all the methods 
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mentioned above have limitations. The tedious derivatization process is 
necessary for GC to increase the volatility [2]. Both IC and HPLC lack 
adequate resolution for complex mixtures, require large volumes of 
eluents [3] and complex pretreatment processes [4-6]. Furthermore, the 
IC column is expensive and has limited lifetime [4]. CE, due to its high 
separation efficiency, speed, small sample and reagents requirements, 
has become a powerful separation technique, especially for samples of 
relative polar nature, ionic character and low volatility [7, 8]. CE has been 
widely used in the determination of LMW organic acids in environmental 
samples [9-11].  
Negatively charged species such as anions of LMW organic acids are 
separated in a counter-electroosmotic mode (the electroosmotic and 
electrophoretic mobilities are in opposite directions) unless 
co-electroosmotic conditions (same directions for the electroosmotic and 
electrophoretic mobility) are established by modification of the EOF. 
Co-electroosmotic mode leads to short analysis time and is more suitable 
for analytes with high mobilities, such as LMW organic acids [12,13]. 
There are two commonly used methods to achieve reversed EOF: use of 
coated capillaries, and use of uncoated capillaries with surfactant added 
to the BGE [14]. Most of the methods developed for analysis of LMW 
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organic acids employed uncoated silica capillaries with cationic 
surfactants [1, 3,15], but the adsorption of analytes to the wall would 
hamper the reproducibility and the sensitivity [14]. To resolve the problem, 
different capillary types had been employed, such as eCAP [16], 
fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) capillary [17] and PAA-coated 
capillary [18]. 
In a non-UV-absorbing BGE, direct UV at 200nm or below could be an 
option for the detection of LMW organic acids [19-21]. In this case, the 
choice of BGEs and additives is restricted to substances which are UV 
transparent under the selected wavelength. However, most substances, 
e.g. organic solvents and other additives, have UV-cutoff at around 
200nm. So far, indirect UV (IUV) detection is the most commonly used 
detection mode for LMW organic acids [15, 22, 23], due to the low 
UV-absorption in the region above 220nm. However, the choice of 
indirect chromophore is dictated by the mobility of the sample ion, since 
the best resolution occurs when the mobility of the BGE anion is close to 
that of the sample ion [14]. Thus, the selection of suitable UV-absorbing 
BGE is limited. Also, the sensitivity of IUV detection may be compromised 
[24]. Conductivity detection can be an alternative technique, which has 
the ability to detect any migrating zone with conductivity different from 
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that of the BGE, regardless of the optical property of the analyte [25]. 
Conductivity detector works particularly well for the determination of small 
ions, because the high electrophoretic mobilities of small ions and the 
corresponding conductivities of the migrating analyte zones make this 
type of detection sensitive [24]. Conductivity detector could be performed 
either through galvanic contact or in a contactless mode. As discussed in 
chapter 3, CCD has advantages over contact mode that precise 
alignment and tedious manipulation of the capillary could be avoided and 
the detector could move along the capillary freely.  
Besides LMW organic acids, there are other groups of acidic pollutants in 
environmental water. Among them, chlorinated acid herbicides are an 
important group, which are listed as priority pollutants by the US EPA. As 
discussed in chapter 4, chlorinated acid herbicides are widely used for 
agricultural purposes, and careful monitoring of residue levels of the 
herbicides is needed. While UV detection could provide sufficient 
sensitivity to herbicides with strong UV-chromophore, sensitivity provided 
by UV to those with low UV-absorption, e.g. Dalapon, is compromised. In 
this case, CCD could be an attractive alternative technique. 
Because many different sources contribute to water pollution, 
simultaneous analysis of different groups of potentially hazardous 
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compounds in real water samples is an important task [26]. In this chapter, 
we would demonstrate simultaneous analysis of 2 groups of acidic 
pollutants in environmental water samples, i.e. 11 LMW organic acids and 
16 chlorinated acid herbicides. Several advantages would be shown: 
1. A portable CE-CCD system was employed to perform the 
analysis. A portable analytical system possesses great 
advantages in on-site analyses, since it reduces the analysis 
time and contamination, and omits the procedure of sample 
preservation [27]. 
2. PVA-coated capillary was used for separation, in which both the 
EOF and adsorption of the analytes could be suppressed. In 
addition, as discussed in chapter 4, online FASS with great 
sensitivity enhancement could be achieved by using the 
PVA-coated capillary. 
3. Simultaneous analysis of 11 LMW organic acids and 16 
chlorinated acid herbicides within a single run was accomplished. 
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report to describe 
simultaneous determination of 2 groups of acidic pollutants in 
environmental water samples by CZE-CCD. 
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5.2 Experimental 
5.2.1 Reagents  
The 11 LMW organic acids studied, as listed in Table 5.1, were products 
of Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, USA). The 16 chlorinated acid herbicides were 
same as those discussed in chapter 4 (Table 4.1). As stock solution, the 
11 LMW organic acids were dissolved in deionized water with 
concentration of 500ppm each, and the 16 herbicide standards were 
dissolved in methanol with concentration of 100ppm each. 
Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) (molecular biology grade) was 
obtained from Fisher Biotech (Fair Lawn, NJ, USA). Histidine (His), 
Arginine (Arg), 2-(N-Morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES), 
3-(N-Morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS), boric acid were bought 
from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin 
(HP-β-CD) was obtained from Cyclolab (Budapest, Hungary). PVA (Mw 
31,000-50,000) was product of Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, USA).  
HPLC-grade methanol was obtained from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ, 
USA). All the other chemicals were obtained at the highest quality. The 
deionized water was prepared by a Milli-Q system (Bedford, MA, USA). 
All solutions were filtered with 0.20 μ m Minisart filters (Sartorius, 
Göttingen, Germany) before use.
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5.2.2 Apparatus 
The portable CE-CCD system was the same as that described in chapter 
3 (3.2.2). Compared with the BGE, migrating zones with high 
conductivities result in high current output from capillary, while zones with 
low conductivities provide low current output. For our CCD, positive 
peaks are achieved from migrating zones with high conductivities, and 
negative peaks are shown by zones with low conductivities.  
A 60cm PVA-coated capillary of 50μm ID and 360μm OD (Polymicro 
Technologies, Phoenix, AZ, USA), which was produced by the procedure 
as described in chapter 4 (4.3.2), was used to carry out CE experiments. 
The capillary was fixed to the CCD with a detector window at 55cm from 
the inlet. Compared with UV detection, it is not necessary for CCD to 
make a detector window at the capillary by burning off the polyimide 
coating, which prolongs the lifetime of the PVA-coated capillary.  
 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Buffer Selection 
As shown in Table 5.1, the pKa values of the 11 LMW organic acids 
range from 1.25 (pKa1 of oxalic acid) to 6.07 (pKa2 of maleic acid); and the 
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pKa values of the 16 herbicides range from <0.66 (pKa of TCTPA) to 7.2 
(pKa of 4-NP), as shown in chapter 4 (Table 4.1). In order to ensure the 
complete deprotonation of all the analytes, buffer pH>7.2 should be 
selected. However, as discussed in chapter 4, the suppressed EOF in the 
PVA-coated capillary would increase slightly when the BGE pH increases, 
which would lead to longer analysis time. Thus, pH around 7.5 could be a 
good choice.  
As discussed in chapter 3, the conductivity signal of CCD is given by the 
molar conductivity detection response, and the situation is complex for a 
system with partly ionized eletrolytes which is commonly used in practice. 
In addition, the design and signal response of CCD are different from one 
to the other. Therefore, the most practical way to select buffer 
components was to experimentally try several co/counter-ions and 
choose the best ones. Usually, the candidates are: counter-ions of low 
mobilities, and co-ions with mobilities different from those of the analytes. 
MES, MOPS and boric acid had been considered as co-ions. However, 
because the useful pH range is 5.5-6.7 for MES (pKa=6.1) [28], which is 
lower than pH 7.5, MES was excluded. When buffer containing boric acid 
was employed, the baseline was unstable (figure not shown), which was 
similar to that discussed in chapter 3 (3.3.1.1) and suggested that boric 
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acid was not a suitable buffer component here. Therefore, MOPS was 
used as co-ion and satisfactory result could be achieved. 
Tris, His and Arg had been tested as counter-ions. Only Arg could provide 
satisfactory results for both the LMW organic acids and the chlorinated 
acid herbicides. While Tris was suitable for the analysis of chlorinated 
acid herbicides, there was obvious peak distortion for LMW organic acids 
in buffer containing Tris (figure not shown). His could be a good choice for 
the analysis of LMW organic acids; however, no peaks could be observed 
for several chlorinated acid herbicides (such as Dinoseb, 2,4,5-TP and 
4-NP) in buffers containing His (figure not shown). Therefore, Arg was 
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Figure 5.1 Electrophoresis of 27 Pollutants 
Sample: LMW organic acids and chlorinated acid herbicides, stock 
solution diluted with deionized water to 10ppm each. Injection, 0.3psi for 
10s; Separation voltage, -25kV; Detection, CCD. Buffer: 10mM MOPS 
and 7.5mM Arg, pH=7.5. 
1-Oxalic acid; 2-Malonic acid; 3-7: Formic acid, Maleic acid, Tartaric acid, 
Succinic acid, Malic acid; 8-Acetic acid; 9/10-Propionic acid, Lactic acid; 
11-Butyric acid; 12-Dalapon; 13-TCTPA; 14-3,5-DCB; 15-Chloramben; 
16-Dicamba; 17-2,4-D; 18-Bentazon; 19/20-Picloram, Dichlorprop; 
21-2,4,5-T; 22/23-Dinoseb, 2,4,5-TP; 24-2,4-DB; 25-4-NP; 26-PCP; 
27-Acifluorfen. 
 
As shown in Figure 5.1, in the buffer containing 10mM MOPS and 7.5mM 
Arg (pH=7.5), there were two regions in the electropherogram,: Ⅰ-11 
LMW organic acids show positive peaks before 10min; Ⅱ-16 chlorinated 
acid herbicides show negative peaks after 10min. However, several 
peaks were not baseline separated or merged: peak 3-7, peak 9/10, peak 
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Figure 5.2 Electrical Conductivity of Buffer containing Different Methanol 
Buffer: 10mM MOPS and 7.5mM Arg, containing 0%, 5%, 10%, 15% and 
20% methanol(v/v), respectively. 
 
As described in chapter 4, introduction of methanol could favor the 
solubilities of the analytes in the buffer, and is expected to lead to better 
resolution. In addition, methanol would affect the CCD detection by 
changing the electrical conductivity of BGE. Figure 5.2 shows that, the 
electrical conductivity decreased when the concentration of methanol 
increased (conductivity was measured with a MC126-2M portable 
conductivity meter, Mettler-Toledo Pte. Ltd., reference temperature: 
25oC).  
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Figure 5.3 Electrophoresis of 27 Pollutants in Buffer containing Different 
Methanol 
Buffer: 10mM MOPS and 7.5mM Arg, containing different methanol(v/v), 
A-0% B-5%, C-10%, D-15%, E-20%. Other experimental conditions were 
same as those in Figure 5.1. 
1-Oxalic acid; 2-Malonic acid; 3-Formic acid; 4-Maleic acid; 5/6-Tartaric 
acid, Succinic acid; 7-Malic acid; 8-Acetic acid; 9/10-Propionic acid, 
Lactic acid; 11-Butyric acid; 12-Dalapon; 13-TCTPA; 14-3,5-DCB; 
15-Chloramben; 16-Dicamba; 17-2,4-D; 18-Bentazon; 19/20-Picloram, 
Dichlorprop; 21-2,4,5-T; 22/23-Dinoseb, 2,4,5-TP; 24-2,4-DB; 25-4-NP; 
26-PCP; 27-Acifluorfen. 
 
10mM MOPS and 7.5mM Arg, consisting of 0%, 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% 
methanol (v/v) were tested as separation buffer. As shown in Figure 5.3, 
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addition of methanol could improve the separation resolution, especially 
for peak 3-7. However, in the buffer containing more methanol than 
10%(v/v), as shown in Figure 5.3 (D) and (E), the peaks for butyric acid 
and dalapon (peak 11 and 12) were lost. This could be explained by the 
fact that the electrical conductivity of BGE decreased when methanol 
increased, which may lead to undetectable conductivity difference 
between the migrating zone for peak 11/12 and the BGE. In addition, the 
baseline became unstable when buffer contained more than 10% (v/v) 
methanol. The possible reason may be that organic solvents have lower 
thermal conductivities than water, and as a consequence, the 
temperature gradient generated by Joule heat inside the capillary is more 
pronounced in methanol than in water [29]. Temperature has significant 
effect on the electrical conductivity of solution, about 2%/oC. Therefore, 
the more pronounced temperature gradient may lead to more fluctuation 
of the electrical conductivity of BGE, which may result in a worse baseline. 
Hence, buffer with 10%(v/v) methanol was considered as the best choice. 
However, in buffer with 10%(v/v) methanol, as shown in Figure 5.3 (C), 
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5.3.1.2 Influence of HP-β-CD 
HP-β-CD proved to have significant effect on the mobilities of the 
analytes, leading to higher resolution [7,30]. Thus, HP-β-CD was 
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Figure 5.4 Effect of HP-β-CD Concentration on Resolution 
Buffer: 10mM MOPS, 7.5mM Arg, 10%(v/v) methanol, containing different 
concentration of HP-β-CD. Other experimental conditions were same as 
those in Figure 5.1. 
Rs(5/6)-resolution between tartaric acid and succinic acid; 
Rs(9/10)-resolution between propionic acid and lactic acid; 
Rs(19/20)-resolution between picloram and dichlorprop; 
Rs(22/23)-resolution between dinoseb and 2,4,5-TP.  
 
For peaks difficult to be baseline separated, i.e. peaks of 5/6, 9/10, 19/20 
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and 22/23, the effect of HP-β-CD concentration on the separation 
resolution was shown in Figure 5.4. The resolution improved with addition 
of HP-β-CD up to 0.02%(w/v), and then leveled off for further increases of 
HP-β-CD. This could be explained as followed: due to different affinities 
to HP-β-CD, different analytes interacted with HP-β-CD at different 
degrees, which led to different mobility changes and improved resolution; 
however, with the addition of higher concentrations of HP-β-CD, 
formation of the inclusive complexes became saturated, and therefore 
there were less improvement or even no further change in the resolution. 
In addition, increased concentration of HP-β-CD resulted in longer 
migration time, because the charge to mass (size) ratio of an analyte is 
reduced once the analyte has interaction with the uncharged HP-β-CD. 
By considering both the migration time and the resolution, 0.02%(w/v) 
HP-β-CD was chosen as the optimum concentration. In the optimized 
buffer, all the resolutions (Rs) for peaks 5/6, 9/10, 19/20 and 22/23 were 
larger than 1.5, which meant all these peaks were baseline separated. 
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Figure 5.5 Electrophoresis of 27 Pollutants and 2 Inorganic Acids 
Buffer: 10mM MOPS, 7.5mM Arg, 10%(v/v) methanol, 0.02%(w/v) 
HP-β-CD. Sample: LMW organic acids and chlorinated acid herbicides, 
10ppm each; chloride and sulphate, 10ppm each. Other experimental 
conditions were same as those in Figure 5.1. 
1-Oxalic acid; 2-Malonic acid; 3-Formic acid; 4-Maleic acid; 5-Tartaric 
acid; 6-Succinic acid; 7-Malic acid; 8-Acetic acid; 9-Propionic acid; 
10-Lactic acid; 11-Butyric acid; 12-Dalapon; 13-TCTPA; 14-3,5-DCB; 
15-Chloramben; 16-Dicamba; 17-2,4-D; 18-Bentazon; 19-Picloram; 
20-Dichlorprop; 21-2,4,5-T; 22-Dinoseb; 23-2,4,5-TP; 24-2,4-DB; 
25-4-NP; 26-PCP; 27-Acifluorfen; 28/29-Chloride, Sulfate.  
 
Using the optimized buffer, some small inorganic ions which often exist in 
real water samples, such as chloride and sulfate, could be separated 
from the target analytes and therefore will not interfere with the 
determination of the target analytes (Figure 5.5). 
 
5.3.1.3 Method Validation 
Linearity, RSDs of migration time (RSDt) and peak area (RSDa), and LOD 
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(S/N=3) of the CE-CCD procedure were calculated, as listed in Table 5.2. 
For comparison of LODs of different detectors, LODs with IUV detection 
for the 11 LMW organic acids and LODs with UV detection for the 16 
chlorinated acid herbicides were also listed. As could be seen from the 
data, CE-CCD could provide lower LODs than CE-IUV for the 11 LMW 
organic acids or CE-UV for the 16 chlorinated acid herbicides. 
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Table 5.2 Performance of CE-CCD 














Oxalic acid 0.1~100 0.994 1.6 3.2 0.056 0.52 
Malonic acid 0.1~100 0.996 2.1 2.3 0.070 0.89 
Formic acid 0.1~100 0.994 1.9 3.0 0.083 0.45 
Maleic acid 0.1~100 0.996 1.3 3.1 0.085 1.02 
Tartaric acid 0.2~200 0.998 1.2 2.9 0.101 2.10 
Succinic acid 0.2~200 0.994 1.3 2.8 0.125 1.24 
Malic acid 0.2~200 0.992 1.4 3.6 0.112 1.98 
Acetic acid 0.2~200 0.996 1.3 3.5 0.149 0.64 
Propionic acid 0.2~200 0.990 1.3 3.7 0.167 0.89 
Lactic acid 0.5~250 0.988 1.3 4.3 0.244 2.55 
Butyric acid 0.5~250 0.994 1.7 4.6 0.270 1.43 
Dalapon 0.5~250 0.996 1.5 4.5 0.250 16.21 
TCTPA 0.2~200 0.992 1.3 3.8 0.143 0.194 
3,5-DCB 0.2~200 0.998 1.9 3.3 0.089 0.289 
Chloramben 0.2~200 0.988 1.3 2.9 0.083 0.476 
Dicamba 0.2~200 0.992 1.7 2.7 0.087 0.326 
2,4-D 0.2~200 0.994 2.0 2.5 0.079 0.418 
Bentazon 0.2~200 0.990 1.9 2.4 0.089 0.561 
Picloram 0.2~200 0.996 1.5 2.7 0.085 0.986 
Dichlorprop 0.2~200 0.998 1.5 2.8 0.097 0.344 
2,4,5-T 0.2~200 0.992 2.0 2.5 0.080 0.691 
Dinoseb 0.2~200 0.990 1.3 2.6 0.099 1.746 
2,4,5-TP 0.2~200 0.994 1.3 2.9 0.103 0.594 
2,4-DB 0.1~100 0.996 1.4 2.3 0.073 1.207 
4-NP 0.1~100 0.990 1.2 2.2 0.069 0.176 
PCP 0.1~100 0.986 1.3 2.5 0.063 0.195 
Acifluorfen 0.1~100 0.988 1.2 2.4 0.068 0.124 
a) CE-IUV conditions of the 11 LMW organic acids: Injection, 0.3psi for 
10s; Separation voltage, -25kV; Detection, IUV 254nm; Buffer: 10mM 
2,6-pyridinedicarboxylic acid, 10%(v/v) methanol, 0.02%(w/v) HP-β-CD, 
pH7.5 (adjusted by 1M NaOH). 
CE-UV conditions of the 16 chlorinated acid herbicides were same as 
those in Figure4.4: Injection, 0.3psi for 10s; Separation voltage, -25kV; 
Detection, UV 195nm; Buffer: 20mM NaPO4, 20%(v/v) methanol, 
0.12%(w/v) HP-β-CD. 
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b) Evaluation based on deionized water sample spiked with 10ppm 
standard each.  
 
5.3.2 FASS-CE-CCD in PVA-coated Capillary 
 
Figure 5.6 Electrophoresis of 27 Pollutants by FASS-CE-CCD 
Sample: LMW organic acids and chlorinated acid herbicides, stock 
solution diluted with deionized water to 10ppb each. Other experimental 
conditions were same as those in Figure 5.5. 
1-Oxalic acid; 2-Malonic acid; 3-Formic acid; 4-Maleic acid; 5-Tartaric 
acid; 6-Succinic acid; 7-Malic acid; 8-Acetic acid; 9-Propionic acid; 
10-Lactic acid; 11-Butyric acid; 12-Dalapon; 13-TCTPA; 14-3,5-DCB; 
15-Chloramben; 16-Dicamba; 17-2,4-D; 18-Bentazon; 19-Picloram; 
20-Dichlorprop; 21-2,4,5-T; 22-Dinoseb; 23-2,4,5-TP; 24-2,4-DB; 
25-4-NP; 26-PCP; 27-Acifluorfen. 
 
In order to increase the concentration sensitivity of the CCD detection, 
online FASS procedure was employed. However, as mentioned in 
chapter 4, some ions in water would also be enriched during the stacking 
process and some unknown peaks would appear in the electropherogram. 
When CE is coupled with CCD, this phenomenon would be more serious 
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than that in CE-UV, because the CCD could detect any migrating zones 
with conductivity differences from that of the BGE, regardless of the 
optical properties. Hence, compared to that described in chapter 4, a 
FASS procedure with less injection time was used here: A water plug 
containing 10%(v/v) methanol was hydrodynamically injected into the 
capillary at 0.3psi for 10s and the sample was injected electrokinetically 
at -10kV for 60s, followed by separation under -25kV. Although by this 
FASS procedure, less sensitivity enhancement was achieved compared 
to that in chapter 4, unknown ions from water did not interfere with the 
detection of the targets, as shown in Figure 5.6. Table 5.3 listed the 
linearity, RSDs of migration time (RSDt) and peak area (RSDa), sensitivity 
enhancement and LOD (S/N=3) of the FASS-CE-CCD procedure. The 
LODs were within the range from 0.059ppb to 0.332ppb, which were 
sufficiently low for the analysis of real samples. 
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Table 5.3 Performance of FASS-CE-CCD 












Oxalic acid 0.2~200 0.986  1.8 3.5 1078 0.059
Malonic acid 0.2~200 0.990  2.2 2.8 1120 0.072
Formic acid 0.2~200 0.984  2.0 3.2 1104 0.086
Maleic acid 0.2~200 0.988  1.5 3.5 1014 0.096
Tartaric acid 0.5~250 0.994  1.4 3.4 1032 0.113
Succinic acid 0.5~250 0.984  1.3 3.2 1153 0.125
Malic acid 0.5~250 0.984  1.6 3.9 1127 0.115
Acetic acid 0.5~250 0.986  1.6 3.9 1073 0.160
Propionic acid 0.5~250 0.988  1.5 4.6 973 0.197
Lactic acid 1~500 0.982  1.6 4.7 942 0.298
Butyric acid 1~500 0.984  1.7 4.9 935 0.332
Dalapon 1~500 0.986  1.5 5.1 902 0.319
TCTPA 0.5~250 0.984  1.4 4.7 921 0.178
3,5-DCB 0.5~250 0.992  1.9 3.9 907 0.113
Chloramben 0.5~250 0.982  1.5 3.5 892 0.107
Dicamba 0.5~250 0.984  1.7 3.7 917 0.109
2,4-D 0.5~250 0.986  2.1 3.5 823 0.111
Bentazon 0.5~250 0.984  2.0 3.4 853 0.120
Picloram 0.5~250 0.988  1.5 3.6 792 0.123
Dichlorprop 0.5~250 0.990  1.6 3.8 802 0.139
2,4,5-T 0.5~250 0.984  2.1 3.2 812 0.113
Dinoseb 0.5~250 0.982  1.4 3.3 759 0.150
2,4,5-TP 0.5~250 0.984  1.6 3.4 723 0.164
2,4-DB 0.2~200 0.986  1.5 3.5 701 0.120
4-NP 0.2~200 0.984  1.4 3.4 673 0.118
PCP 0.2~200 0.980  1.4 3.2 685 0.106
Acifluorfen 0.2~200 0.982  1.3 3.3 632 0.124
a) Ratio Dilution
injection Normal  with AreaPeak
FASS  with AreaPeak   tEnhancemeny Sensitivit ×=  
b) Evaluation based on deionized water sample spiked with 10ppb 
standard each. And fresh sample was used for each measurement.  
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5.3.3 Real Sample Analysis 
 
Figure 5.7 Electropherogram of Environmental Water by FASS-CE-CCD 
Experimental conditions were same as those in Figure 5.6. 
A: surface water; B: ditch water. 
1-Oxalic acid; 2-Malonic acid; 3-Formic acid; 4-Maleic acid; 5-Tartaric 
acid; 6-Succinic acid; 7-Malic acid; 8-Acetic acid; 9-Propionic acid; 
10-Lactic acid; 11-Butyric acid; 12-Dalapon; 13-TCTPA; 14-3,5-DCB; 
15-Chloramben; 16-Dicamba; 17-2,4-D; 18-Bentazon; 19-Picloram; 
20-Dichlorprop; 21-2,4,5-T; 22-Dinoseb; 23-2,4,5-TP; 24-2,4-DB; 
25-4-NP; 26-PCP; 27-Acifluorfen. 
 
Although there was complex matrix in real water samples, the only 
sample preparation procedure required before FASS-CE-CCD was to 
remove the precipitate and suspension by a Minisart filter. 2 kinds of 
environmental water were samples tested, including surface water (near 
Science Canteen, NUS, Singapore) and ditch water (near Chemistry 
Department, NUS, Singapore). LMW organic acids and chlorinated acid 
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herbicides in the real samples were identified by migration times (also by 
spiking in our experiment) and determined by peak areas. Figure 5.7 
showed the electropherograms of the environmental water samples. 
There were some large peaks at about 2min, possibly due to some ions in 
the environmental water samples that were also enriched during the 
FASS process. The mean concentrations (n=3) detected in the real 
samples and the RSDs of the concentration (RSDc, n=3) were listed in 
Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4 Determination of Pollutants in Environmental Water 









Oxalic acid 19.3 3.8 ND  
Malonic acid ND  ND  
Formic acid ND  20.5 3.4 
Maleic acid 14.9 3.5 13.7 3.5 
Tartaric acid ND  7.4 3.8 
Succinic acid 8.3 4.0 ND  
Malic acid 7.8 4.2 ND  
Acetic acid 52.3 3.9 61.9 3.7 
Propionic acid ND  ND  
Lactic acid 83.7 4.6 51.8 3.9 
Butyric acid 9.2 5.1 36.2 4.5 
Dalapon ND  15.1 3.8 
TCTPA ND  ND  
3,5-DCB ND  ND  
Chloramben 3.6 3.7 18.3 3.5 
Dicamba ND  ND  
2,4-D 8.1 3.9 14.2 3.9 
Bentazon ND  ND  
Picloram ND  ND  
Dichlorprop ND  ND  
2,4,5-T ND  12.7 4.0 
Dinoseb ND  ND  
2,4,5-TP 14.4 3.6 31.8 3.5 
2,4-DB 3.2 4.0 8.9 3.6 
4-NP ND  12.4 3.8 
PCP 4.7 3.8 ND  
Acifluorfen ND  ND  
a) ND: not detected 
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5.4 Conclusion  
Using a portable CE-CCD system, simultaneous analysis of 11 LMW 
organic acids and 16 chlorinated acid herbicides within a single run was 
accomplished in a PVA-coated capillary. Under the optimized condition, 
the LODs of CE-CCD ranged from 0.056ppm to 0.270ppm, which were 
lower than IUV detection of the 11 LMW organic acids or UV detection of 
the 16 chlorinated acid herbicides. Combined with FASS, sensitivity 
enhancement of 632~1078-fold was achieved. The LODs of the 
FASS-CE-CCD procedure ranged from 0.059ppb to 0.332ppb, with RSDs 
of migration times less than 2.2% and RSDs of peak areas less than 
5.1%. The FASS-CE-CCD method was successfully applied to determine 
pollutants in 2 kinds of environmental water samples, with very simple 
preparation procedure of the real samples. To the best of our knowledge, 
this is the first report to describe simultaneous determination of these 2 
groups of acidic pollutants, i.e. all the 16 US EPA priority pollutants and 
11 common LMW organic acids, by FASS-CE-CCD. In addition, the 
portable CE-CCD system shows advantages such as simplicity, cost 
effectiveness and miniaturization. Therefore, the method presented in this 
chapter has great potential for on-site analysis of various pollutants at 
trace level. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion  
 
This dissertation mainly focused on development of novel CE techniques 
for application in the analysis of DNA fragments and organic pollutants. 
Various strategies had been employed to improve sensitivity, resolution 
and versatility. Results indicated that CE is a powerful analytical 
technique for the analysis of DNA fragments and organic pollutants,   
which combines simplicity with high efficiency. 
 
6.1 Summary of the Results 
A novel detection method for CE analysis of DNA fragments was 
developed. A novel designed PGD cell was coupled with a portable CE 
system. For the first time, it was shown possible to perform DNA 
separation in polymer solution by CE system integrated with a PGD. BGE 
co-ion and counter-ion were selected, showing 60mM Tris and 30mM 
CHES as the optimized BGE ions. Influence of sieving medium was also 
investigated. 2%(w/v) PVP solution was selected as sieving medium, 
because PVP solution has a much lower viscosity compared to other 
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water-soluble neutral polymers with the same concentration and 
molecular weight; moreover, PVP is one of the few polymers having the 
self-coating ability. After evaluating different applied voltages on the 
separation performance, -5kV was chosen as the separation voltage. 
Under the optimized condition, CE-PGD could provide comparable LOD 
to that of CE-UV for the separation of ΦX174 DNA fragments. Therefore, 
CE-PGD appears to be a good choice for the analysis of DNA fragments, 
with several advantages over CE-UV and CE-LIF, such as simplicity, cost 
effectiveness and miniaturization. 
In order to improve resolution for CE separation of DNA fragments, GNPs 
with different size (10nm and 40nm) were synthesized and MWCN was 
functionalized chemically, both of which were then diluted in 
polymer-containing buffer to form highly-homogeneous suspension. For 
the first time, both GNPs and MWCN were evaluated as buffer additive 
for the separation of DNA fragments by CE with different detectors, 
including CCD, UV and LIF. While CE-UV and CE-LIF had almost the 
same effects from nanostructures, CE-CCD produced different results. It 
was observed that while 10nm GNPs could improve the DNA separation 
by CE-UV and CE-LIF, MWCN could enhance the DNA separation by 
CE-CCD. The difference may be attributed to the fact that CCD is based 
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on electrical instead of optical technique; so that baseline noise from the 
color of nanostructures could be avoided and conductivity change 
resulting from the addition of nanostructures may influence the CCD 
detection. Nanostructure-enhanced CE-CCD was investigated in detail. 
While buffers containing GNPs resulted in worse baselines in CE-CCD 
because of the high conductivities of the GNPs-containing buffers, the 
MWCN-containing buffer could provide a more stable baseline in the 
CE-CCD owing to its less fluctuation of conductivity. In addition, the 
presence of MWCN could change the mobility as well as the separation 
resolution of DNA fragments. Based on the experimental results, a 
mechanism for MWCN-enhanced DNA separation by CE-CCD was 
proposed, showing there existed a threshold concentration above which 
MWCN could form a network in the buffer as a pseudostationary phase to 
provide additional interaction sites. In conclusion, our results on 
separation of DNA fragments by nanostructure-enhanced CE with 
different detectors imply nanostructures could be a promising type of 
buffer additive to improve resolution, especially when CE is coupled with 
an appropriate detector. 
In order to improve concentration sensitivity for CE analysis of organic 
pollutants at trace level, a novel CSA-SPE-FASS-CE method was 
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developed for the analysis of 16 chlorinated acid herbicides. For the first 
time, simultaneous separation of all 16 US EPA priority pollutants by CZE 
was achieved, using methanol and HP-β-CD as buffer additive. The novel 
online FASS procedure in a PVA-coated capillary was able to provide 
great sensitivity enhancement (5,000~10,000-fold, compared with normal 
injection) and satisfactory reproducibility (RSDs of migration times less 
than 2.4%, RSDs of peak areas less than 8.0%). In addition, an improved 
offline CSA-SPE method was developed to clean up and preconcentrate 
real water sample before CE analysis. CSA-SPE, which involved 
preconditioning of SPE cartridge with low concentration of CTAB before a 
normal SPE step, could provide high recovery of the herbicides, ranging 
from 90.0% to 101.9%. Combining CSA-SPE with FASS-CE, the LODs of 
the herbicides ranged from 0.269 to 20.3ppt, which are 2 orders in 
magnitude lower than those of the US EPA standard method 515.1. The 
CSA-SPE-FASS-CE method was successfully applied to the analysis of 
local pond water, in which 9 herbicides were identified. Compared with 
HPLC and GC, the CSA-SPE-FASS-CE method could show advantages 
such as simplicity, high resolution and low LODs. In conclusion, our 
results indicate the CSA-SPE-FASS-CE method may be an alternative or 
complement to US EPA standard method 515.1 for analysis of herbicides 
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in water sample.  
In order to extend the application of CCD, a potable CE-CCD system was 
used for analysis of 11 organic anions and 16 chlorinated acid herbicides. 
For the first time, simultaneous separation of 2 groups of acidic pollutants 
was accomplished in a PVA-coated capillary within a single run. 
Influences from methanol, HP-β-CD and resulting buffer conductivity on 
the CE separation and the CCD detection were evaluated. Under the 
optimized condition, the LODs of CE-CCD ranged from 0.056ppm to 
0.270ppm (RSDs of migration times less than 2.1%, RSDs of peak areas 
less than 4.6%), which were lower than UV detection of the16 chlorinated 
acid herbicides or IUV detection of the 11 LMW organic acids. Combined 
with FASS, sensitivity enhancement of 632~1078-fold was achieved. The 
LODs of the FASS-CE-CCD procedure ranged from 0.059ppb to 
0.332ppb, with RSDs of migration times less than 2.2% and RSDs of 
peak areas less than 5.1%. The FASS-CE-CCD method was successfully 
applied to determine 2 groups of acidic pollutants in 2 kinds of 
environmental water samples, with very simple preparation procedure of 
the real samples. The portable CE-CCD system could show several 
advantages, such as simplicity, cost effectiveness and miniaturization. In 
conclusion, the FASS-CE-CCD method shows great potential for on-site 
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analysis of various pollutants at trace level. 
6.2 Limitation and Future Work 
With the work presented in this dissertation, CE is proved to be a 
powerful analytical technique for the analysis of DNA fragments and 
organic pollutants. Our results showed that the performance of CE could 
be improved considerably, in terms of sensitivity, resolution and versatility 
by the novel techniques developed in this work. However, there still exist 
several aspects which would need to be improved in further research: 
1. PGD and CCD were 2 kinds of novel detection modes, which were 
used in this dissertation for separation of DNA fragments and organic 
pollutants. CE-PGD and CE-CCD could show some advantages over 
CE-UV and CE-LIF, and could provide comparable or better LODs 
than those of CE-UV. However, the baselines of CE-PGD and 
CE-CCD were worse than those of CE-UV and CE-LIF, and LODs 
were poorer than CE-LIF, especially for analysis of DNA fragments. 
Further studies on how to reduce the baseline noise and improve the 
LODs are needed, probably from 3 aspects: design of the detector 
cell, buffer selection, and electronic design. 
2. GNPs and MWCN were used in nanostructure-enhanced CE for the 
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separation of DNA fragments, and a mechanism on 
MWCN-enhanced DNA separation by CE-CCD was proposed. 
However, the types of nanostructures employed in this dissertation 
were limited, and the mechanism on how the nanostructures 
improved the CE performance was not confirmed definitely. More 
types of nanostructures should be investigated in CE separation, and 
the mechanism on how the nanostructures works should be further 
evaluated. 
3. Two preconcentration techniques were developed in this dissertation, 
namely online FASS and offline CSA-SPE, and applied for the 
analysis of 2 groups of acidic pollutants, i.e. 16 chlorinated acid 
herbicides and 11 LMW organic acids. However, all the analytes were 
anions in the selected BGE. Further application of these 
preconcentration techniques on cations and neutral compounds will 
be valuable. 
4. In this dissertation, novel CE techniques were developed and applied 
for the analysis of DNA fragments and organic pollutants, respectively. 
Further research is needed to combine the DNA analysis with 
monitoring of the pollutants, which could help study the delayed 
effects of the pollutants at biological level, i.e. genotoxicity.  
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